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ABSTRACT

This volume describes the Advanced Fluid-Dynamics Model (AFDM)
for topologies, flow regimes, and interfacial areas. The objective
of these models is to provide values for the interfacial areas be-
tween all components existing in a computational cell. The interfa-
cial areas are then used to evaluate the mass, energy, and momentum
transfer between the components. A new approach has been undertaken
in the development of a model to convect the interfaciai areas of
the discontinuous velocity fields in the three-velocity-field envi-
ronment of AFDM. These interfacial areas are called convectible sur-
face areas. The continuous and discontinuous components are chosen
using volume fraction and levitation criteria. This establishes so-
called topologies for which the convectible surface areas can be de-
termined. These areas are functions of space and time. Solid par-
ticulates that are limited to being discontinuous within the bulk
fluid are assumed to have a constant size. The convectible surface
areas are subdivided to model contacts between two discontinuous com-
ponents or discontinuous components and the structure. The models
have been written for the flow inside of large pools. Therefore, the
structure is tracked only as a boundary to the fluid volume without
having a direct influence on velocity or volume fraction distribution
by means of flow regimes or boundary layer models. This volume re-
fers to AFDM Vols. I, III, VI, and VII.

VI
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this volume is to provide the values of all interfacial
areas in a given Advanced Fluid-dynamics Model (AFOM) computational cell.
These values will subsequently be used in calculating the momentum-exchange co-
efficients and the heat and mass transfer.

In Fig. 1, the relevant parts of the code are listed together with a short
description of the tasks. Eventually, the calculation of the instantaneous in-
terfacial areas at the end of subroutine INIIFA is the final step for the cal-
culational procedure. These interfacial areas are then used in the center box
of Step 1 in Fig. 1. All other tasks in the rest of the boxes provide the nec-
essary data to calculate the instantaneous interfacial areas. In three of the
boxes, there are two parallel vertical dotted lines of the two compile options,
ARCV1 and ARCV2, describing the area convection model 1 and model 2, respec-
tively. A detailed description wi11 be given in Sec. V. Here, we concentrate
on the main objectives to outline the computational procedure. The instantane-
ous interfacial areas are subdivisions of the convectible surface areas that
describe the exclusive contact between the discontinuous velocity fields and
the continuous velocity field.

For component 1, the solid particuiates are not accounted for because they
are assumed to have a constant radius. The convectible surface areas do not

1
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describe any contact between two discontinuous velocity fields, between any ve-
locity field and the structure, or between two phases of the same velocity
field. Before the start of the transient calculation, the convectible surface
areas, ac, have to be given initial values. This is done in subroutine INICEL
(Fig. 1) by using the input values of the radii, r, of the equivalent sphere an
the known volume fractions, a, and

3c _ 3a_ (1)
a • " r '

where a c is an area concentration or interfacial area per unit volume, given
in m2/ni3. There are three values possible for a c between the three velocity

fields, ap-iio. aPiG' anc* aL2G' wJl'cn are tne s u r f a c e areas between the two liq-
uids, between liquid 1 and vapor, and between liquid 2 and vapor, respectively.
At least one of the values is zero in a given cell because only the inter-
facial areas between any velocity field and the continuous velocity field are
accounted for. Therefore, the evaluation of ac through Eq. (1) is dependent
upon the choice of the continuous phase that is done by defining a topology, as
described in Sec. II.

During the transient calculation that involves the boxes Step 1 through
Step 4 of Fig. 1, the main tasks of caicurational procedures are to provide an
update for the convectible surface areas by calculating topologies, source
terms, changes in volume fractions, and surface area convection between a giv-
en cell and its neighbor/s. With all convectible surface areas and the cell
variables known, the instantaneous interfacial areas are calculated for a giv-
en topology.

Mathematically, the procedure to update the convectible surface areas is
explicit. This can have a substantial influence on the stability of the calcu-
lations. Presently, time-step controls due to these updates have not been in-
troduced because of the lack of experience with the new model approach.

This volume is subdivided so that it follows mainly the computational pro-
cedure listed in Fig. 1. First, it describes the topologies and the model for
choosing the continuous phase, second, the surface area updates, third, the
surface area subdivision into instantaneous interfacial areas, and fourth, the
convection of the convectible surface areas.



11. CONTINUOUS PHASE AND TOPOLOGY

Within a computational cell of the Eulerian mesh of AFDM, a maximum of
three velocity fields can be present. Twelve topologies are introduced to de-
fine the geometrical configuration of fluids and the continuous phase in a giv-
en cell. Except for the choice of the continuous phase, the topology selection
is made on the presence of velocity fields rather than fluid flow parameters,
ie use the notation topology because the notation flow regime includes more de-
tailed information about the physics of the flow. The subdivision into topolo-
gies and groups of topologies helps to set up an efficient logic in the vecto-
r i zed code.

A. Continuous Phase
The choice whether liquid or vapor forms the continuous phase is made by

defining the limit at which the continuous phase changes. This change is al-
lowed to occur within a given range of vapor volume fractions, the lower limit
of which is given by the user-defined constant, arjfj, and the higher limit by
ctQ). Within this range, a levitation criterion describes the criterion for the
transition to vapor continuous flow. Neglecting heat and mass transfer, the
momentum exchange with the structure, and convection, the momentum equation for
the vapor phase is

j r (p r vp) = pr g - otp Vp + ) Kr , (v, - v r )

m

where P Q is the macroscopic vapor density, V Q and VJJI are the velocity vectors
of the vapor and liquid velocity fields, and K g ^ m <s tne "omen turn-exchange
coefficient, as defined in Sec. 111 of Vol. ill. If droplets are levitated in
a vapor flow, and this condition is maintained, the left-hand side (LHS) of
Eq. (2) goes to zero. Neglect ing the gravitationaI term against the expected-
ly large friction term, levitation occurs if the pressure gradient exceeds

> p T R = ^ I K 6 , L m v ' - - v
'Lm " ¥G (3 )

U,Ljn LJII U

m



If the vectors of this equation are not aligned, the angle between the vectors
might influence the criterion. The present procedure, however, is only based
on absolute values.

The momentum-exchange coefficient is given in Vol. Ill through Eq. (133).
If the viscous term is neglected,

=
 aG,Lm *T)

'G,Lm 2 4K v - v
Lm G

(4)

because the dynamic force will dominate the viscous force at the expected ve-
locities. The individual velocity differences I v ^ - V Q | will be associated to
the terminal velocities, VT^JI,, of a single drop of component m in an infinite
gas volume

I
" VG = vG = vDLm T

This equation, as given in Ref. 1, has been verified for liquid-liquid extrac
tions in spray columns. Using a two-component liquid-vapor system, an expres-
sion for VQLm can be formed. The two steady-state momentum equations are

0 - pfi | - O Q Vp + KQ L (\ - \ ) (6)

and

where Vp can be extracted by adding the equation



and substituted into Eq. (6) using Eq (4) together with Eq. (5). With 1 -
= OQ + OL and after some manipulations,

Using Eq. (1) to replace 3aq_/aGi_ and defining the droplet radius, rj, with the
2

Weber number, Wecrjt = 2r . P Q Vru/^i > yields

VDL pG

Before droplets can break up by reaching the critical Weber nuober, they are
distorted. Fortunately, the terminal velocity of a distorted drop is almost
independent of size, as given in Ref. 1, and is equal to a value calculated by
Eq. (TO) when using

(11)

This value has been found for fully developed turbulent flow and is expected to
be valid at levitat ion inception when gas or vapor is the continuous phase.

However, Ref. 2 states that the dispersed flow transition proposed by
Dukler is consistent with the observed stability of churn-turbulent flow at
high velocities- According to Dukler, transition occurs at gas velocities,
VQ, as

VG (PG}*— z = 1.23 (12)



if OQ = 0.4. Here, the liquid velocity is small compared with the gas veloci-
ty. Comparing Eq. (12) with Eqs. (10) and (11) by using Eq. (5), the gas ve-
locities differ by.a factor of 5.4 with OQ = 0.4.

Reference 3 gives the levitation limit in a tube independent of the tube
diameter at

3.1
'6

4
(13)

that is consistent with Eq. (12) at O Q = 0.4. Therefore, it is suggested to

use a compromise set of parameters, and take

^i± = 48 (14)

in Eq. (10) that would double the terminal velocity. Assuming a constant Co-
value of 0.45 for fully turbulent flow, the critical Keber number is 22. The
term Cn, is given that constant value to simplify the choice of user-defined
constants, even if the droplet may be distorted and the value of Cn higher than
0.45.

Because Eq. (5) is being confirmed by experiments, the assumptions for de-
riving this equation seem to be consistent, especially the form of Eq. (4) and
hence that of Eq. (136) in Vol. Ill, Sec. III.

For solid particles, the radius used in defining the Weber number is giv-
en as an input. Now

(15)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eqs. (4) and (3),



Ike I? . * I . \p'%' "f G , oe)
I p G| 3 ( i - « )

with agp = 3op/r

KG,P

that is simply the hydrostatic head of the particles multiplied by their volume
fraction- Substituting Eqs. (4), (5), (TO), ami (17) into Eq. (3),

aG,Lm [ W e
C r i t D L « , C18)

The value of p j R will be compared to fVp|; see Eq. (3). The value of |7p| is
calculated in Eq. (22).

Regardless of the levitation criterion, droplet flow will be formed if the
vapor-volune fraction is iarge enough. As the vapor bubbles grow closer, the
liquid bridges between then grow thinner. Eventually, the bridges will col-
lapse, and droplets wi11 form for

where O Q ) >S a user-defined constant. Liquid-continuous flow will always exist
for



OQQ is a user-defined constant.

The comparison of pj R of Eq. (18) to the absolute pressure gradient is

obtained by introducing a relative scale *ith an absolute value, p|R, as

PTR - ivPi - P;R

so that whenever pip is positive, the levitation criterion is met and vapor-

continuous Tlow exists. The driving pressure gradient is

I'plii - J
(22)

At the transition between liquid-continuous and vapor-continuous -flow, the cal-

culational procedure for the convectible surface areas and their source terms

changes. As described in Sec. IN of Vol. ill, the momentum coupling changes

substantially. In consistency with the hysteresis for the momentum coupling

coefficients, the choice of the continuous phase is made using a hysteresis on

top of Eq. (21). To incorporate the limits of Eqs. (19) and (20), p ^ will

be forced to be equal to the hysteresis swing of Ap-L by introducing the rela-

tive pressure gradient, p^R such that

where %1 - .in [i. ̂ ^ ^ - a^)] (23)

both for a ^ % j ^ < 0.5

and

10



-v) '
where a . 2 = min [ i , SO^OQQ - 1 _ ^1 (24)

.aCC +both for 0.5 (a + a ) £

The hysteresis swing is defined by ApyZ. a value given through

where G is the invariant gravitational acceleration [see the discussion follow-
ing Eq. (44)] and APHY is a user-defined constant specifying a density differ-
ence. If Aptiy is set to zero, the hysteresis is turned off. Equations (23)
and (24) require that

(26)

The logic of the hysteresis depends on the values of Eqs. (23) and (24), as
well as the previous continuous phase. If liquid is the continuous phase, the
phase indicator, l+, is zero; if vapor is continuous, the phase indicator is
unity. For the present time step, n + 1, as a function of the previous time
step, n,

0 for p*R £ -Apjz or

for Ap T Z £ 0 and l" = 0 and -ApTZ < PTR < + Ap T Z (27)

1 for p T R £ + ApT2 or

for ApTZ > 0 and l" = 1 and -ApTZ < PTR < Ap T Z - (28)

11



When solid participates are wore abundant than the liquids, the liquid velocity

fields ars likely to form the discontinuous phase; see also Sec. III.B.7.

Therefore, the levitation criterion is overridden by

- 1 for = 0 and a p > or

for a, p and aCC (29)

where Cp^ is a user-defined constant; see Eq. (107).

Figure 2 shows the phase indicator i+ as a function of the relative pres-

sure gradient, p ™ . The solid lines indicate regions where the hysteresis does

not apply. The term (+ is zero for continuous liquid flow, and l+ is unity for

continuous vapor flow. In the region of the dotted lines, the lower part is

taken when moving from left to right with prevailing continuous liquid flow and

Rebtive Pressure Gradient, p'w

Fig. 2.
Hysteresis outline for the phase indicator.
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increasing pt~ up to the transition at +^Pjj • The upper part of the hystere-

sis is taken when moving from right to left with prevailing continuous vapor

flow and decreasing P j R up to the transition at -Ap-U •

B. Continuous Liquid
For alI continuous liquid flows with two liquids present in a given cell,

the continuous and the discontinuous liquids have to be chosen. No flow pat-
tern information will be used here because the uncertainties connected with
available data do not justify a general approach, which is necessary to de-
scribe prototypic conditions of reactor materials. Therefore, the choice is
simply made on volume fractions of the materials present. The continuous liq-
uid indicator, IQJ_, is one if liquid 1 is the continuous liquid, and two if
liquid 2 is continuous:

IQL = 1 . for

and

IQL = 2 , for ^ > (1 + Op Fo p)a L 1 , (30)

where app is a user-defined constant that is used as a multiplier of ap to de-
fine the influence of the permanently discontinuous solid particulate on the
liquid 1-particulate velocity field. The user-defined constant can be used to
let liquid 2 become the continuous phase only if the volume fraction of liq-
uid 1 is considerably smaller. At the liquid 1-particulate interface, perfect
wetting is assumed so that particuIates, if dominant, will be covered by liq-
uid 1. The choice of \Q_ will be used in the code to identify the dominant
liquid if both liquids are discontinuous.

C. Topology

The information about the phase indicator, l+, and the continuous liquid
indicator, IQL, together with additional volume fractions is used to identify
twelve topologies. Additionally, the topology indicator, Ip, is set to zero

13



for no-flow or blocked-flow ce l ls , with a^p as a user-defined constant. The

topologies are

IT = 0 , for as

\j = 1 , for a(3 > 0 and ap = cq_i = «_2 =

17 = 2 , for op + a | j > 0 and oqj) = <XQ = 0 , (33)

i j = 3 , for oq_2 > 0 and ap = <XLI = <XQ = 0 , (34)

I j = 4 , for op + oqj > 0 and OL2 > 0 ar)d °G = 0 and IQL = 1 . (35)

I j = 5 , for op + oqj > 0 and a|_2 > 0 and OQ = 0 and Ifx = 2 , (36)

\j - 6 , for «p + a|_i > 0 and <XQ > 0 and a|_2 = 0 and l^ = 1 , (37)

= 7 , for op + oq_i > 0 and OQ > 0 and OL2 = ° ^ ^ '^ = 0 , (38)

I j = 8 , for oq_2 > 0 and <XQ > 0 and ap + aj_i = 0 and l^ = 1 , (39)

Ij = 9 , for oq_2 > 0 and <XQ > 0 and otp + a\_-\ = 0 and 1^ = 0 , (40)

10 , f o r o p + O L I > 0 and oq_2 > 0 O Q > 0 and 1 ^ = 1 , ( 4 1 )

14



17 = 11 , for ap + oqj > 0 and «L2 > 0 and og > 0 and l^ = 0 and

l a = 1 , (42)

ly = 12 , for ap + cq_i > 0 and oq_2 > 0 and O Q > 0 and (̂  = 0 and

2 - (43)

There are three subsets regarding how many velocity fields are present. For
topology 1 through 3. one velocity field exists, for topoJogy 4 through 9, two
velocity fields, and for topology 10 through 12, three velocity fields. A H
topologies 6 to 12 represent two-phase flows and the others single-phase flows.

Figure 3 shows the 12 topologies with the discontinuous phases or compo
nents represented by spheres. If solid particulates and liquid 1 are discon-
tinuous, they both share a common surface and both have an inter facial area
connecting them with the continuous phase. The structure volume fraction is
added to all topologies indicating the possible contacts, although it has no
influence on the selection procedure. For all three-velocity-field topologies,
double arrows indicate possible contacts between discontinuous components.

D. Flow Regimes in Unrestricted Two-Phase Flow

With the choice of the continuous phase, the dominant flow-regime selec-
tion has been made. For a few models, a further subdivision is necessary.
However, flow regimes in AFDM are not used to exclusively select models or cor-
relations that have a limited validity. Once the continuous phase is known,
most AFDM models apply for the whole range of flow parameters because they are
either functions of those parameters or very generalized. in any case, flow-
regime data in the Iiterature are mostly given for channel flow, like in
Ref. 4. The pool geometry of AFDM with its unrestricted flow implies that the
walIs have a negligible influence on most computational cells, and that flow
regimes such as annular flow cannot exist. Therefore, we restrict the subdivi-
sion to five regimes, the influence of which on the models is very limited.

15



1. Nucleating Regime. For liquid-continuous flows at low vapor-volume
fractions, the coalescence of bubbles is very limited. If the bubbles are
small enough, they can resist coalescence even if they happen to col Iioe. Ap-
parently, surface tension is dominant and the perfectly spherical bubbles act
like rigid particles. Therefore, all interfacial source terms are reduced tc
nucleation oniy. According to Ref. 5, small bubbles resist coalescence as long
as their radius is smaller than a critical value, rj\n_, with

I NIL U_

r.
U

'NL mm
PCL ' P G

where OQ\_ is the surface tension of the continuous liquid against the vapor
phase, CNI_ is a user-defined constant, Apmin is a user-defined minimum density
difference, and G is an invariant gravitational acceleration of 9.8 m/s^.
Equation (44), as well as many others in this volume, has been derived from
bubble column experiments where the earth's gravity is the body force. In
AFDM, the input body force can be set to zero. However, there is no apparent
substitute for G in Eq. (44) and this invariant constant has been introduced
to comply with data given in the literature. If CNL. is set to 0.1, the value

of the Eo"tvb"s number would be 0.4. With r ^ known, the limits for the nucleat-

ing regime are

3°^ , „ a G
rNL and ° < J-r^. < "NC

—- < rWI and 0 < -.—2— < a.^ , (45)

where afgc 's a user-defined volume fraction.
2. Coalescing Regime. For liquid-continuous flows with larger vapor-

volume fractions and larger bubbles, all interfacial source terms as there are
nucleation, turbulence, dynamic forces, and coalescence can be active. Eventu-
ally, these source terms are used for the remainder of liquid-continuous flow
regimes. As the vapor-volume fraction increases, the number of bubble colli-
sions increases and the influence of one bubble on its neighbors becomes more

16
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Fig. 3.
Topologies represented in AFDM.
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effective. At a vapor-volume fraction of O^FR. the transition to churn-
turbulent flow is assumed. The threshold value, otBFR* is made a function of
the solid particulate volume fraction, with

"BFR - °"3 " °BC r ^ - « « « - 3 ' V ' (46)

'S a user-defined constant, and

- m i n f i , — — ) for IT = 12
K °L2 J ' (47)

= 1 for !T * 12 t

where op is the surface tension of the solid particulates against the vapor
phase, q_2 of liquid 2 against vapor, and opj_2 between the particuiates and
liquid 2. In fief. 6, the transition to churn-turbulent flow has been observed
to start at a lower void fraction when solid particles are present. In addi-
tion, surface tension criteria are supposed to have an effect on the threshold
value. The idea is that, for topology 11, perfect wetting is assumed at all
times between the continuous liquid 1 and the solid particulates. The lack of
solid particulate contact with the other dispersed phases is similar to poten-
tial lack of bubble-droplet contact based on surface tensions as discussed in
Sec. IV.D. For topology 12, the configuration between solid particulates and
bubbles can change with changing surface tensions. As stated in Sec. IV.0.,
fuel particles and vapor bubbles for prototypic materials are predicted to be
in contact below 2822 K but to largely separate above 2822 K. Therefore, at
temperatures close to the UO2 melting point, j ^ is close to unity. As solid
particulate-bubble contacts due to surface tensions are increasing with de-
creasing temperatures, the influence of the particulate on the promotion of
churn-turbulent flow is supposed to decrease. Figure 4 shows the values of
agFR as a function of the temperature and the particle volume fraction, <xp,
for prototypic materials. The dotted lines represent the volumes for £<, = 1

18
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The bubbly/churn-turbulent transition threshold.

of topology 11, the solid lines show the variation with temperatures for topol-
ogy 12. Thermal equilibrium is assumed for alt components present in a given
cell. Finally, the coalescing regime prevails for

rNL or

<XQ

"BFfi (48)

3. Churn-Turbulent Begime. For liquid-continuous flows and high vapor-
volume fractions, the flow pattern becomes highly irregular. Models based on
the analysis of single bubbles usually fail.

In fief. 3, churn flow has been described as an entry region phenomenon
which can only evplve into slug flow after the flow is fully developed. If the
velocity is too high, this transition will not take place. However, if the va-
por velocity is high enough to lift droplets, droplet flow can be sustained.
In the present model, we only deal with unrestricted flow. Therefore, churn
flow might extend into cellular flow regime, if vapo/ velocities are low

19



enough. The transition between churn and cellular flow is not very effective
in terms of change of physical quantities, such as interfacial area or momentum
coupling coefficient. For AFDM, the limit is placed at the user-defined con-
stant, ace- Hence, churn-turbulent regime prevails for

"BFR
 < i ~ ^ = "cc • (49)

4. Cellular Regime. For liquid-continuous flows with vapor-volume frac-
tions higher than OQC, the levitation criterion is turned on and the continu-
ous phase is determined based on the magnitude of the pressure gradients. If
the cell pressure gradient is low, levitation does not occur. In the litera-
ture, the continuing Iiquid-continuous flow is described as being churn turbu-
lent rather than eellular. For the AFDM logic, the cellular regime prevaiIs
for

(50)

5. Droplet Regime. For vapor-continuous flows, there is only one regime
defined. The interfacial source terms for this regime are flashing, dynamic
forces, and coalescence. Droplet flow prevaiIs for

or

and I. = 1 . (51)

20



III. SMIFACE AREA SOURCE TERM AND UPDATE

Interfacial surfaceareas in AFDM are functions of time and space, ie
therefore call them convjectible surface areas. Although they cannot be con-
served, a convection equation can be written with the general form

X f + sc,f • (52)

B

where a c is the convecti-ble surface area per unit volume with the subscript, f,
standing for L1L2, GL1, and GL2, *q is the velocity of momentum field q to be

used to convect ac, S^.f is the source term for continuous liquid flow, S(3,f

for continuous vapor flow, and Sc,f for change in volume fraction due to mass
transfer within a given cell. Equation (52) is solved in three steps. First,
the second term of the LHS is set to zero and the equation is solved with ail
source terms S/̂ .f andSB,f, which are defined in subroutine INJIFA. Second,
after having done the heat- and mass-transfer operations, the same equation is
solved with Sc,f known from the volume fraction updates. The source terms for
these two steps are described in this section. Third, the source terms are se*
to zero ;and the surface areas are convected with end-of-time-step velocities.
This part is described in Sec. V.

The right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (52) is written as the sum of independent
source terms. By tin's we anticipate that the physical processes leading to the
source terms are independent of each other. By introducing a radius, r, of the
ecfuivalent sphere in Eq. (1), the radius, the volume fraction, and the convec-
tible surface area are interdependent and all processes have to be described
with the reference to a representative spherical discontinuous fluid particle.
Not only has the radius, r, to represent an average over all fluid particles
present in a given cell but also it has to take-into account the change in sur-
face area if the fluid particles are nonspherical. Most source term models
presented here refer to an equilibrium radius that is likely to exist under the
present cell conditions, and a time constant to reach this equilibrium. This
method is consistent with the use of independent source terms since it allows
superposition of different physical processes. Consequently, any new source
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term Model identified as being independent for a given flow problem can simply
be added. For Iiquid-continuous flow, two source terns are assumed not to be
independent of each other. These are dynamic forces for bubbles and buoyancy-
driven turbulence breakup. A common equiIibrium radius and a common time con-
stant have to be provided for both processes.

The convectible surface area ac standing for af-noi apigi an(^ a?2G IS

defined for the interfaces between the discontinuous components and the contin-
uous phase only. If liquid 1 is discontinuous, the solid particulates do not
contribute to the convectible surface area. If a component is missing in a
cell, the convectible surface area of its contact to the continuous phase is
zero. Table I lists the convectible surface areas with non-zero values for the
twelve topologies.

A. Update Due to Hy^rodynaaic Models

The first step of updating the convectible surface areas involves the cal-
culation of the source terms S^,f and Sg,f for continuous liquid and continu-
ous vapor flows, respectively, and the explicit solution of Eq. (52) with the
convection term and S£,f set to zero.

daf

B

There are three different sets of regimes, for which the fiHS of Eq. (53) stays
sane, ie refer to the flow regimes of Sec. H.D. First, for the nucleate
regime, all % , f are zero, and only one source term is active for S^ f-

Second, for coalesing, churn-turbulent, and cellular regimes, all Sjjf are
zero, and S ^ f include nucleation, splitting, and coalescence. Third, for the
droplet regime, all S^(f are zero, and Sg,f include splitting and coalescence.
Two aodels for splitting process are presently used.

To specify S^.f and % . f , physical models have to provide the constitu-
tive relationships. The first model includes the calculation of an equihbri-
UM surface area based on the cell variables and a time constant with which the
equilibrium is approached. In the second model, the equilibrium surface area
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is not available, but a coalescence rate is available. Writing the RHS of
Eq. (53) in the form of the two model contributions yields

dt =L r
f rc

(54)

where a is a simplified form of writing ac, ag is the equilibrium surface
area, x is the time constant, and rc is the coalescence rate. The number of
models for the first term of the RHS is k = 1 for the nucleating regime where
rc = 0, k = 2 for coalescing, churn-turbulent, and cellular regime, and k = 2
for the droplet Fegime. Using the approximation (af) = af* a? in Eq. (54)
and solving for a given time increment, At, would yield
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n
f

where the superscript n and n+1 denote the last and present time steps, respec
tively; The explicit solution yields

•
k K

The explicit solution will be used. However, to prevent overshooting, the time
constants and r c have to be limited. For small x and large rc, the cmplicit
solution yields

a-,kI *
7. k

(57)I r + a?rc
k k

Combining Eqs. (57) and (56) and solving for At,

, 1 „ - (58)

This is the maximum time-step size that can be used with the explicit solution,
Eq. (56), without overshooting the equilibrium interfacial area. For large
t ime steps when

(59)
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to use Eq. (56), xj< should be increased and/or r c decreased so that Eq. (58)
is satisfied. Consequently, the limits are given by

\ = "in (h 7-ni V ^ ) (60)
xk Kxk 7 I

and

If the limits of Eqs. (60) and (61) are reached, the updated area will be
equivalent to the equilibrium area for the given cell variables. If more than
one source term model affects the convectible surface area, the equilibrium is
a function of the individual equilibrium areas, the time constants, and the co-
alescence rate. Usually, the time constants are indirectly proportional to the
convectible surface areas so that the product aft is constant. Therefore, the
equilibrium convectible surface area for a given cell can be formed by setting
the time*derivative of Eq. (54) to zero. For given constant rates r T = 1 /
(aft), the equilibrium surface area, a^f, yields

YrL i,k ae,k

a f = S . (62)
Z, x,k + LC
k

Equation (62) can be used to easily assess the magnitude of the equilibrium
value. However, the relevant update for the code is given through Eqs. (56),
(60), and (61).

The update of Eq. (56) needs to restrict splitting processes to only in-
crease the value of a n + 1, and coalescence to only decrease it. Additionally,
the convectible surface area is limited by user-defined radii. Equation (56)
for droplets yields
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min, min ( f
xd v rmd

i- max(O, ae k - a?) - ajajr^t)) , (63)
k K

where a is the volume fraction of the droplets, and rxcj and r ^ are the user-
defined raaximum and minimum droplet radii, respectively. Equation (56) for
bubbles yields

k "x(0' a ^ - af} - a?afrc]M)) ' (64)

k K

where a is the volume fraction of bubbles, and rx£> and r^j are the user-defined
Maximum and minimum bubble radii, respectively. The limit rxb limits the con-
vectible surface area at small values. As described in Sec. III.B.I, the nu-
cleation model also limits the area through the minimum number density, n^jp,
and Eq. (65). Since the time constant of the nucleation is usually small, this
limit might dominate over the limit given by

B. Surface Area Source Terms
The source terms for the update of the convectibie surface areas are

defined by the equilibrium surface areas and the time constants, or by the
coalescence rate; see Eq. (54). The equilibrium surface areas are usually
functions of equivalent radii with Eq. (1) specifying the functional relation-
ship. However, for the nucleation model, the number of bubbles per unit cell
volume, %, is calculated so that

a C = (36 * nh)
% a% . (65)

Note that n^ is not given as per fluid volume.
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The following sections describe physical models for the source terms. The
surface tensions mentioned therein are calculated using interface temperatures
as defined in Sec. IV.H.

1. Bubble NucI eat ion. The bubble nucleation model is used in all liquid-
continuous regimes to describe the increase in convectible surface areas as a
function of the superheat, ATgup, of the liquid phase. Nucleation is assumed
to occur only in the bulk liquid so that

A T S U p . . -
T L . - T S a t . m

where T ^ is the bulk liquid temperature of energy component m, and Tsat.m is

its saturation temperature corresponding to the partial pressure of this mate-
rial in the vapor field. Reference 7 provides data about the optimum bubble
number density as a function of the liquid superheat used to recalculate non-
equilibrium flashing of water in a converging-diverging nozzle. For the use
with other materials, a dimensioniess liquid superheat, 6SUn, is used with

6Sup =IBax |0' T ^ - i n O O , ^ - ^ - ) \ , (67)

where pcrjt and Tcrjt are the critical pressure and temperature, respectively.
The data of Ref. 7 are approximated by an exponential function with user-
defined limits. The equilibrium bubble number density, n^, is

nb - nmin (1 " V for eSup * eo « * PSat * 0

nb » (nmin + "max [1 " ̂  K ^ S u p " eo)2)]) 0 " «
f o r e S u p > e o a n d P S a t - ° - 9 P c r i t

nb - (n«iin + nmax} ( 1 " V f o r
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where "min an(^ "max are *ne minimum and maximum number densities per fluid vol-
ume, respectively, and 6 0 and C Q are additional user-defined constants. Fig-
ure 5 shows the bubble number density of Eq. (68) as a function of the dimen-
sionless liquid superheat, ©sup- The circles show the optimum bubble number
density at nucleation inception of Ref. 7 used to recalculate water flashing in
a converging-diverging nozzle. However, the data base of these experiments is
limited, and the number density was used as initial condition for the two-phase
section, a reason why the number density decreases for higher values of super-
heat. Here, we do not follow this approach but use the ascending branch of the
data to evaluate the increasing potential of generating bubbles with increasing
superheat.

In topologies 11 and 12, a second liquid is present in a continuous liquid
cell with bubbles. Here, the number density is calculated for both liquids,
°b,L1 f° r liquid 1, and nb,|_2 f°r liquid 2, and then is combined with

nb " nb,L1 nb,L2 (69)

The bubble nucleation model does not apply for single-phase liquid cells. The
time constant to achieve equilibrium is based on a constant volume -qgyc which
is a user-defined constant. To incorporate the effect of higher vapor-volume
fractions that can inhibit nucleation by the presence of already existing bub-
bles, the effective time constant is given by

x = . °NC (aCC" aNC) In (70)

where C^c is a user defined constant, and arjc and ô jc are user-defined con-
stants as shown in Sec. II.D. If Cjgc is zero, the bubble nucleation is used
only in the nucleating regime. Figure 6 shows the time constant, x f w as a

function of the vapor-volume fraction using the default user-defined constants.
For the nucleating regime, bubble nucleation is the only surface area

source term. The limiter of Eq. (60) reduces therefore to
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Fig. 5.
Equilibrium bubble number densities used to calculate water
flashing in a converging-diverging nozzle.

(71)

and the updated surface area is equal to the equilibrium area for all time con-
stants smaller than At. The bubble nucleation model is coded in subroutine
NUCL.

2. Dynamic Forces for Bubbles. The dynamic fcrce model for bubbles is
used in the coalescing, churn-turbulent, and cellular regimes. It is based on
a Weber criterion with the velocity between vapor and the continuous liquid as
main parameter. The velocity difference, Av, is

Av = max (10-4 VG " VCL (72)

where V Q and VQJ_ are the velocities of the vapor and the continuous liquid,

respectively. The Weber criterion is extended using Ref. 8. In case that
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Fig. 6.
Nucleation time constants using the AFDM default model parameters.

equilibrium is achieved between the forces acting on the bubble surface, the
equilibrium radius, re, is given by

-FB p b re a

pCL 2r (73)

«»here iep^ is a user-defined bubble ieber number, <r is the surface tension be-
tween the continuous liquid and vapor, \i is the dynamic viscosity, and p the
microscopic density. Solving for the re yields

*eFb

WCL1

0.5
(74)

where Cpy is a user-defined constant.
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The equilibrium surface area, ae, is now

For the time constant, x, we use data from Ref. 9 where the time interval
to reach equilibrium, Ate, is given by

( %f • C76)

The formula was slightly changed to reduce the breakup at high velocity dif-
ferences. Now, the time constant is

T =

where C F T is a user-defined constant, and A V R J is a user-defined velocity dif-
ference. The dynamic force model for bubbles is coded in subroutine DYNFOR.
Figure 7 shows an example for the equilibrium radius and time constant during
breakup of bubbles by dynamic forces. The parameters are chosen to be similar
to those in a molten UO2-000I, with a = 0.5 N/m, pt, = 2 kg/m3, pQ_ = 8000
kg/m^, and ^5 = 6 • 10~ 7 rn^/s. The default values of the user-defined con-
stants and WepB = 10 are used. The time constant is calculated with r^ = re.

3. Dynamic Forces for Droplets. The dynamic force model for droplets is
used for droplets in all regimes. It is similar to the dynamic force model for
bubbles. We refer to Sec. III.B.2. The velocity difference is defined by

Av =max(10"4, Jv^ - v ^ D , (78)
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where the subscripts DL and CP denote the discontinuous liquid and the contin-
uous phase, respectively. The maximum stable size of the droplets is estimated
through a modified Weber criterion. The estimates for the size is taken from
Ref. 10 where the ratio of the densities has been identified as a parameter

(79)

where the subscript d represents the discontinuous droplet. The correlation of
Ref. 10 for liquid-liquid systems is used because its values approach those of
the gas-liquid correlation for C p S 0.002 so that it is a reasonable approxima-
tion in all regimes. We follow a very simple approximation by setting the di-
mension I ess breakup time and the drag coefficient at fragmentation constant.
The approximation yields a maximum stable droplet radius, r^x, with

Wecn a , 10C .-2

• -r^—i 0 - Tn&r) • (80)

2 P c p Av p

where o is the surface tension between the droplet and the continuous phase,
and Wepn is a user-defined droplet Weber number. It should be noted that this
model is not the only one to describe the fragmentation of droplets. However,
unlike for bubbles, a turbulence breakup model is not available, and the corre-
lation above would yield large sizes for small velocity differences and small
density ratios. Therefore, we introduce a size limit based on a limiting
EBtvSs number. Eventually, the equilibrium radius is

min ( r ^ - — — ^ _ ] 0.5) _

where Cfn. is a user-defined constant. Again, taking a constant dimensionless
time for the completion of the breakup process given in Ref. 10, a simple ap-
proximation for the time constant, t, of the fragmentation becomes available as
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1. Equilibrium Radius
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Fig. 7.
Example of the breakup of bubbles by dynamic forces.

(82)

where Cps is a user-defined constant, and r^ is the droplet radius of the pre-
vious time step. The equiIibrium surface area, ae, is

(83)

The dynamic force model for droplets is coded in subroutine DYNDRO.
Figure 8 shows an example for the equilibrium radius and time constant

during breakup of droplets by dynamic forces. The parameters are chosen to be
similar to those in a molten U02-pool, with prjp = 10 kg/m^, p^ = 8000 kg/rn^,
and o = 0.5 N/m. The default values of the user-defined constants and
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iepn, = 13 are used. The time constant is calculated with r^ = re. For veloc-
ities below 20 ra/s, the second term of Eq. (81) limits the equilibrium radius
to about 1 mm.

4. Buoyancy-Driven Turbulence Breakup. The turbulence breakup model for
bubbles is used in the coalescing, churn-turbulent, and cellular regimes. As
described in Ref. 11, a bubble can break up if its eigenfrequency corresponds
to the frequency of the forces originating from turbulent eddies. As the tur-
bulence energy of the continuous phase in vapor-continuous flows is smaller
than in liquid-continuous flows, this model is not used in the droplet regime.
The characterizing frequency, f, of the turbulent flow is

f = 1 (j\*
2x iff , (84)

where v2 is the spatial average of the square of the velocity differences over
a distance 2r. The natural frequency, f^, of a spherical bubble is

(2rf ,2 = N t C N , 1 ) ( N - 1 ) ( N 4 2)]c {85)

[(N + 1)p + N p ] r*

where r^ is the radius of the bubble, o is the surface tension, and M the num-
ber of the harmonic. If we take N = 2, which corresponds to the lowest criti-
cal feber number and set f = fj-,, a criterion for the bubble size that escapes
fragmentation can be formed. In Ref. 11, this criterion is shown to be

24 » « v V

L

where v1 is the turbulence velocity and L is the integral scale of the flow.
In channel flow, L is the hydrauI ic diameter. For the present model, we tenta-
tively set L = 2rt). To verify this approach, we compare Eq. (86) with a simi-
lar expression given in Ref. 12 using a critical ieber number, Wejj, for bubbly

flow
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Fig. 8.
Example of the breakup of droplets by dynamic forces.

2rt (87)

The root mean square turbulence velocity, v, has to be compared to v'. Ref-
erence 13 gives an estimate for the iurbuIency velocity with

v'v' = (2rbc)
7 (88)

where e is the dissipation per unit time and mass. Similarly, Ref. 11 specifies

v2 = 2ttzrb)
%

(89)

By comparison of Eqs. (88) and (89), v2~= 2v ' v 1 , and Eq. (87) wi th

y ie lds
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v • V
r. = 0.65 . (90)

o a

For bubbly flow with vapor not to close to the critical point, f>t/PCL << 1• arK*
setting L = 2r D, Eq. (86) yields

p n v'v'
— r, = 0.61 , (91)

CT D

which demonstrates the appropriate choice for L. Since AFDM does not include a
turbulence model, the value of c is not known, and v' needs to be provided by a
different approximation. An obvious choice would be to assess the velocity
gradient of the continuous phase and write v' as a function of the gradient.
The present model, however, is only a function of the buoyancy of the bubble in
the continuous liquid. Taking the buoyancy term of the correlation given in
Ref. 13,

where CRQ is a user-defined constant. During the recalculation of experiments
with AFDM, we found that it was desirable to have droplets coexisting with bub-
bles in a continuous liquid cell fragmented by the same buoyancy-driven turbu-
lence velocity. Therefore, the remaining equations are given for bubble frag-
mentation as well as droplet fragmentation if bubbles are present in the same
cell. We denote the discontinuous bubbles or droplets with the subscript 0.
The equilibrium radius, re, is given by Eq. (86) with r€ = ro = L/2, and using
Eq. (92) yields

,2 ̂ 2 4 ^ m f ^ J L Y L l ) , ; ] - % (93)
e pp, J i p n L i - « o \ i - otc / \ p r t / j

3 n + 2
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where C^g is a user-defined constant. A steady-state version of the code was
used to recalculate boiling poo! data given in Ref. 2. The extensive numeri-
cal experiments yielded sometimes different constants than given above. With

and the new constants,

(95)

•here CRG is still a user-defined constant. The time constant for the fragmen-
tation process is simply derived from Eq. (84). Adjusting the constants,

** ,;•» P^) , (96,

where C77 is a user-defined constant and rr> is the radius of the discontinuous
phase of the last time step. The turbulence breakup model is coded in subrou-
tine TURBUL.

Figure 9 shows an example for the equilibrium radius and time constant
during breakup of bubbles by turbulence through bubbles. The parameters are
chosen to be simifar to those in a molten UO2-P00I, with ag = ®> ff = 0.5 N/m,
P0 = 2 kg/rn^, and pg_ = 8000 kg/ir*. The default value of the user-defined con-
stants are used. The time constant is calculated with, r$ - re. The bubble
volume fraction, <HQ - OQ, runs up to the limit, O Q ) , of liquid-continuous
flows. Buoyancy-driven turbulence breakup and dynamic forces for bubbles are
interdependent splitting processes. Both processes are therefore combined to
yield a common equilibrium area and a common time constant. Using Eq. (54)
and setting the time derivative to zero, the equilibrium surface area of both
processes can be derived similarly as that of Eq. (62). Now,, the common equi-
librium area, a^, is
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!el+fe2
+

T ' (97)
T1

where the subscripts 1 and 2 stand for turbulence breakup and dynamic forces
for bubbles, respectively. The common time constant, x, is

C98)

Figure 10 shows an example for the common equilibrium radius, re = 3a/ae, and
the time constant as defined in Eqs. (97) and (98). The parameters are chosen
to be similar to those in the molten UO2-DO0I, with a$ = 0, a - 0.5 N/«,
PO = 2 kg/m3, and PQ_ = 8000 kg/m3. The default values of the user-defined
constants and iepe = 10 are used. The time constant is calculated with rpj =
re. There are four sets of curves for constant bubble volume fractions, a =

•G-

5. Flashing of Droplets. The flashing model is used in the droplet re-
gime. Like the nucleation model, the fncrease in convectible surface area is
driven by the superheat of the liquid phase. Reference 14 describes the flash-
ing of droplets with a detailed model. Unfortunately, the formalism used de-
pends on the history of the droplets under investigation, an approach which
cannot be used in AFDN since only the present time-step cell variables are
available. Consequently, the equilibrium radius, re, represents the maximum
size of droplets that escape fragmentation.

r. =
2a

e mwdO" 8, Psatjx- P) ' C99)

where c is the surface tension between the liquid forming the droplet and the
continuous vapor, PSat,L' is the saturation pressure of the liquid, and p is
the ceil pressure. The Jacob number, Ja, is used to assess the departure from
equilibrium and hence the rate at which equilibrium is obtained as follows:
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Fig. 9.
Example of the breakup of bubbles by turbulence.

10L-t
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Kf*

a = 010
a = 025

a *= 0.4.055

Fig. 10.
Example of bubble breakup by the combination of dynamic
forces and buoyancy-driven turbulence.
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(100)

•here qx. is the specific heat capacity, h|g is the heat of vaporization,
is the bulk temperature of the droplet, and Tgat.DL IS tne saturation tempera-
ture of the liquid forming the droplet. The time constant for the fragmenta-
tion is now

°FL k^ Ja

where Cp|_ is a user-defined constant, krx. is the thermal conductivity, and r^
is the droplet radius of the last time step. The flashing model is coded in
subroutine FLASH.

Figure 11 shows the equilibrium radius and time constant during breakup
of droplets by flashing. The parameters are chosen to be similar to those in
a molten UO2-DO0I, with pot = 8000 kg/m3, P Q = 2 kg/m3, CQL = 500 J/(kg-K),
h|g = 2»10

6J/kg, krjL = 4 W/(m-K), and a = 0.5 N/m. The default values of the
user-defined constants and the simp!ified EOS are used. The liquid tempera-
ture, TQL, is set to 3800 K, with the corresponding vapor pressure, PSat,DL =

206 661 Pa. The saturation temperature, Tgat.DL' 's calculated on the basis
that only UOg-vapor is present. The time constant is calculated with rj = re.
The values are given as functions of the pressure difference, PSat,DL ~ P-

6. Coalescence. The coalescence models are used for all flow regimes ex-
cept the nucleating regime. Bubbles and droplets can coalesce due to random
collision. Using a simple interaction model like that of fief. 15, the varia-
tion of the droplet or bubble radius with time yields

d w "D V'

dt rD = 8(1 - 05) ' (102)
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Fig. 11.
Example of the breakup of droplets by flashing.

where rp is the radius of the discontinuous bubble or droplet, u is the coales
cence probability, and v' is the velocity of the random movements of the dis-
continuous phase. Equation (102) shows that the derivative of rp is given
rather than the equilibrium radius and the time constant. Therefore, the coa-
lescence rate, rc, has to be treated differently in Eq. (54). The coalescence
rate is defined using ac = 3OQ/TQ and

dt
d_
dt rD (103)

and substituting so that

d_ ac _ _
dt a - (104)

The velocity of random movements, v \ is supposed to be proportional to the ve-
locity difference, Av, between the discontinuous bubbles or droplets and the
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continuous phase. The numerical experiments with respect to the data of Ref. 2
were best fitted if the coalescence could be substantially increased with in-
creasing discontinuous volume fraction. Especially for churn-turbulent flow,
it became apparent that the decrease in momentum coupling could not be modelled
by a decrease in the drag coefficient alone. We therefore increased the coa-
lescence in such a way that the convectible surface area had a minimum at su-
perficial velocities prevailing for buoyancy-driven churn-turbulent flow.
Eventually

where Crjrj stands for the user-defined constants C C O B and C O O D for bubbles and
droplets, respectively, and CRJ stands for C R T B

 arK* ̂ RID f°r bubbles and drop-
lets, respectively. The coalescence model is coded in subroutine COALES.

C. Special Cases

If the continuous phase changes, there can be a step change of cell varia-
bles which govern the equation used to describe the source terms SA,f and S g f
of Eq. (53). The cell variables have the values of the end of the last time
step, which are based on the old topologies. The inter facial area is updated
using S^.f and Sfif before the momentum coupling can reflect the new cell con-
dition. For example, last-time-step velocities are still used in the source
term models together with new topologies and a possible switch in the continu-
ous phase. Therefore, the inconsistency at those switches is reduced by set-
ting the source term to zero:

S A i f - 0 for

f = 0 for \j * lj + 1 (106)

For the source terms of the discontinuous liquid 1, a limited influence of
the solid particulates has to be taken into account. The convectible surface
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area of liquid 1 will eventually be combined with the surface area of the solid
participates, as described in Sec. IV. However, no source terms are specified
for the solid particulates because the present simplified approach associates a
constant radius to them. By introducing a limited influence of the solid par-
ticulates, consideration is given to the fact that they share the same velocity
field with liquid 1. If the volume fraction of the solid particulates, ap, is
appreciably larger than that of liquid 1, a\_-\, the source terms are set to
zero:

SA,L1CP = ° for a p

Sg L1Cp = 0 for a p > C p ^ , (107)

where L1CP stands for the interface between L1 and the continuous phase, and
is a user-defined constant.

D. Update Due to Mass Transfer
After completing the heat- and mass-transfer operation in AFDM Step 1, the

convectible surface areas have to be updated as a function of the change in the
volume fractions of the cell under investigation. The terms S^j and SQ\ as
well as the convection term of Eq. (52) are set zero, and the convectible sur-
face area, ac, is changed due to the source term Srj,j. There are two sets of
regimes with different update procedures. First, in the nucleating regime, the
convectible surface area is a function of the bubble number density and the
volus»e fraction according to Eq. (65). Second, for all other regimes, the con-
vectible surface area is a function of the representation radius and the vol-
ume fraction, using Eq. (1). For both sets of regimes, the update equation is
slightly different because of the first independent variable.

For the nucleating regime, the update equation is

a n + 1 = an + (36* n ) * [(a n + 1)* - (an)*] , (108)
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where a is used instead of ac, and n is the number density of the bubbles as
calculated for the present time step.

For the other regimes, the update equation Is

n+1 _n 3 ( n+1 m nnoi
a = a ~ (a - a ) , (109)

where r is the representative radius for bubbles or droplets as calculated for
the present time step.

In analogy to Eqs. (63) and (64), the updated surface area is limited by
the user-defined constants as given for these equations. For droplets,

an+1 = max f ̂  , min f ̂  , an + Aa ) 1 , (110)
L rxd ^ rmd J J

where oy is the droplet volume fraction and Aa is given by Eq. (109), and for

bubbles,

an+1 = «ax f ̂  , min ( ̂  , an
 + AafL^ , min ( ^

xb v rmb
) 1 , (111)
J J

where 05 is the bubble volume fraction and Aa is given by either Eq. (109) or
(108).

In case that the mass transfer yields volume fractions that were not pre-
sent before in the cell under investigation, the newly created bubbles or drop-
lets need to have a surface area associated to them. For droplets, the new
radius, r^, is

3a
= max



when cy is the newly created volume fraction of droplets, and npROP is a user-
defined number density of droplets. Now

a n + 1 = max ( — S , - H } . (113)

For bubbles, we take the nucleation model and Eq. (68) for all liquids
present in the cells, and evaluate the number density, nfc,, of bubbles based on
the actual cell variables. The radius, rD, of newly created bubbles is there-
fore

= reax I rmb ' \ 4r V n J ' ' (114)

m

where 05 is the total vapor volume fraction, and % „ , is the number density in
liquid component m. Now

where the limiting radius, rXD, is usually dominated by n^p of Eq. (68).

IV. SURFACE AREA SUBDIVISION

Knowing the convectible surface areas in a cell, and the volume fractions
of the components present, the interfacial surface areas between all components
can be assessed with models independent of time. Therefore, these surface ar-
eas are called instantaneous interfacial areas. They are subdivisions of the
convectible surface areas and the structure surface area, as, which is an input
constant. Table II shows, for a given topology, the components or partners be-
tween which an instantaneous interfacial area is defined. Note that, if solid
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participates, P, are present, they share a common surface with liquid 1 if both
form the discontinuous phase, or are totally surrounded by liquid 1 if liquid 1
is the continuous phase. In the latter case, they can only have an instantane-
ous inter facial area with either liquid 1 or the structure. Because of the
bulk models for heat and mass transfer, it is sufficient to have the energy
from any discontinuous component exchanged with the solid particuiates via liq-
uid 1. The topologies 4, 1, and 11 have therefore fewer areas specified in
Table II.

There are five subdivision criteria which will be outlined in the next
sections. With the basic model approaches chosen, the instantaneous interfa-
cial areas will then be specified for each topology. The combinations of the
different models impose a complicated logic on the computational procedure, as
described in Sec. IV.K.

A. Structure Contact
The surface area, a$, of the structure component is given as an input con-

stant. The structure of the present AFDM models simply represents a volume
fraction not available to fluid flow with limited influence on the hydrodynam-
ics of the flow. Although energy and momentum are allowed to be exchanged,
there is no model available to treat the influence of the structure on veloci-
ty, temperature, and volume fraction profiles inside the fluids, as would be
necessary for modelling channel flow. Therefore, the subdivision of a$ is sim-
ply based on volume fraction relationships with

min (a^, a<J , (116)

where arjs is the instantaneous interfacial area between the discontinuous com-
ponent and the structure, and a£ is the convectible surface area of the discon-
tinuous component. The left-over surface area is associated to the continuous
phase

aCS " aS " I"DS
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TABLE 11

NM-ZBIO iNSTHANTANEOUS 1NTE*FACIAL AREAS BET
COMPONENTS FOR HIE 12 AFBM TOPOLOGIES

Topology

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11

12

Convectible
Surface Area

Partners

L1L2

L1L2

GL1
GL1

GL2
GL2

GL1, GL2

L1L2, GL1

L1L2, GL2

Instantaneous
Inter facial Area

Partners
SG

SP
SL2
SP

SP
SP
SP
SL2
SL2

SP

SP
SP

SL1

SL1
SL1
SL1
SL1
SG
SG
SL1

SL1
SL1

PL1

SL2

SL2

SG
SG

L2G
L2G
SL2

SL2
SL2

PL1

PL1
PL1

PL1

SG

SG
SG

L1L2

PL2

PG
L1G

PL1

PL1
PL1

L1L2

L1G

PL2

L1L2

PL2

PG L1L2 11G L2G

L1G L2G

PG L1L2 L1G L2G

Note: The order of the partners of the instantaneous interfaciat area can be

exchanged.

where acs is the instantaneous interfacial area between the continuous phase

and the structure, and the sum is over all discontinuous components in the

cell, including the sol id particulates.

B. Liquid 1 - Solid Particuiate Contact

Liquid 1 and solid particuiates share the same velocity field. If liq-

uid 1 is the continuous phase, the solid particuiates are assumed to be im-

mersed in liquid 1 and can share an instantaneous interfacial area only with

the structure and liquid 1. If liquid 1 is a discontinuous component, the con-

tact criteria depend on the volume fractions, sizes, and interfacial conditions
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of both liquid 1 and solid particulates. The model presented here is kept as
simple as possible. It was desirable to (a) model a non-exclusive contact be-
tween both partners, and both partners and other components, and (b) assess
whether melting cr freezing occurs based on instantaneous contact temperatures.

To describe the contact of liquid 1 and solid particulates with the other
components if liquid 1 is discontinuous, a fluid particle of the combined liq-
uid 1 and solid particulate volume fraction is introduced. Knowing the radius,
rp, of the particulate which is an input constant, and the radius, rjj, of the
liquid 1 fluid particles through

'L1 " "" ( r»d ' IT" ) ' (118)

aL1CP

where afiCP IS the convect'D'e surface area between liquid 1 and the continuous
phase, the common radius,r^ , of the combined liquid 1-particulate components
is based on a volume average with

The surface area associated to this radius is

rrCM
(120)

Figure 12 shows, for a given constant ap + CXLT = 0.2, the value for rrjm and
as a function of the relative liquid 1 volume fraction. The averaging proce-
dure yields surface areas which are close to the larger value for most of the
parameter range.

To assess the subdivision of ag^ and the contact between liquid 1 and sol-
id particulates, if liquid 1 is discontinuous, two conditions will be intro-
duced. They are based on whether the instantaneous interface temperature be-
tween liquid 1 and particulate is above or below the melting temperature. Only
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the bulk temperatures for liquid 1, T u , and lor solid particulates, Tp, are
known. The instantaneous contact temperature, TJQ, is based on the Fourier
equation with

T

where k is the thermal conductivity, c is specific heat, and p the microscopic
density. To take into account vanishing volume fractions, an effective contact
temperature, TgQ, is calculated with

lef, = ( 1 - 1 0 8 — ) T + 10 B — TIP for — - 2 — £ 0.1a + a, - / L1 o. + CL1 IC a + a. ̂P T-1 P i-1 p n_1

T K = T|C for 0.1 < ~^T— < 0.9

J = ( 1 - 10 ^ — ) T + 1 0 -̂1 T.r for -2 £ 0.9 . (122)
EC V a

p
 + a L 1 ^ P ap + aL1 IC ap + a

The effective contact temperature is compared to the melting temperature,
T||lt,L1' °^ component 1. The melting-freezing indicator, lyp, is used to
transfer the condition to the surface area subdivision models and the model
for defining the drag coefficient; see Vol. Ill, Sec- III.D.5.

for TEC < CMT TMlt,L1

^ , (123)
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Fig. 12.
Values for the common radius and inter facia I area of
the par tide-liquid 1 system.

where CJIT is a user-defined constant. This calculation is perforoed in subrou-
tine TEFFEC-

After having defined the melt ing-freezing indicator a choice is being made
of which component, liquid 1 or particuIates, occupies most of the outside sur-
face. Four dimension less functions of the volume fractions are introduced, and
limiters are set to describe the subdivis *n.

' % + *L1 )aLMP ) (124)

(125)

where «yop is a user-defined constant. Figure 13 shows the two functions above
in the range of «i_i or ap where they are not constant. The present default
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value for ay/p is used. The choice of the topology, and therefore of the pres-
ence of conqponents, is based on whether the sum of oq_-j and ap vanishes or not.
Consequentty, the functions of Eqs. (124) and (125) are used to force the in-
fluence of liquid 1 to zero if a y disappears, and to force the influence of
the particulates to zero if op disappears.

The choice of the remaining dimensionIess functions is made on whether the
nelting-freezing indicator, IMP is zero or one

C* = 1 - (1 - CpgpiC** for lw = 0

C* = 1 - C L C p C** for tw = 1 , (126)

where Cpcp and Q_ep are user-def ined constants.

C* = T - Cpcp C** for iw = 0

C* = 1 - (1 - C L C p) C** for Ijjp = 1 . (127)

If ifgz = 0, then liquid 1 is predoninantly on the outside of the comon L1-P
fluid particle; if tMF = 1> tnen tne same 's true ^or tn€ particulates. Now,
C^ is used to describe the liquid 1 contacts, whereas C* is used to describe
the contacts of the particulates. Figure 14 shows am idealized configuration
for lyp = 0 or 1 (if the numbers of droplets and sol id particulates are equal).
The sketch is to show that the constants Gpcp or (̂ _cp represent that fraction
of the co—on surface that the inner component shares with the continuous
phase. The constant Cpcp describes the residual particle contact, and C L C P
describes the residual liquid: 1 contact to the continuous phase. If IMF = 1<
then most of the coanon surface is occupied by the solid particulates; if l̂ p
- 0, then liquid 1 occupies most of the comnon surface.

For vapor-continuous flows, there is an additional choice available to de-
scribe the liquid 1 particulate contact. If the user-defined constant, ILPC>
is set to zero, the contact in vapor-continuous flow is the same as in liquid-
continuous flow. If l|_pc is set to one, liquid 1 droplets and sol id particu-
lates are supposed to be separated from each other in vapor-continuous flows,
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and their contact is described by the interaction «odel of Sec. IV.C, since
the collision contact is supposed to be independent of the velocities.

Eventually, the contact between liquid 1 and particulates is calculated
first, and then the contact between each of them to the continuous phase.

*apL1 = C^pC C++ao/j for l ^ = 0 or I = 0 (128)

I P LI Ur |̂  ^ 1 D LI p LI p I /1OQ1

rL i L <ir Z PL1 1 - oto . r -awf,^ r ^ J
p -b rL1 rp"aXUL1' rpJ

for l.p« = 1 and I. = 1

where rp is the user-defined radius of the solid particulates, Q_-|p and CPLI

are user-defined constants, a^K is the comon surface area of Eq. (120), and ••
is the continuous phase indicator of Eqs. (27) and (28). For ILPC = 0, the

surface area is subdivided using the dimension less functions

C*C++ a ^ for l L p c = 0 or I = 0 (130)

C C a ^ for l L p c = 0 or I = 0 . (131)

if liquid 1 and particulates are supposed to be separated, lj_cp = 1, and the in-
dividual surface areas are

aPCP " r 6 " \ 1 P for 'LPC = 1 and ' = 1 (132)
P

•c - for I,
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C. Collision Contact
In liquid and vapor continuous flows, two discontinuous components, irre-

spective whether they are bubbles or droplets, can share a surface area if they
collide. This contact area has to be a fraction of the convectible surface ar-
eas and limiters have to be applied. To assess the contact area, the approach
of Ref. 15 is used. The two discontinuous components have average random ve-
locities, v-| and VJI, which may be different from the velocities of the momentum
equation. There are n discontinuous spheres in a cell, with

(134)

The volume swept per unit time and unit volume by all spheres of one component
is

V* = -^ * r2 v . (134a)

Multiplying this volume with the number of spheres of the second discontinuous
component yields the collision rate when the first component moves. The total
collision rate, n*, is approximately the algebraic average of both collisions,
the rate when component 1 moves, and the rate when component 2 moves.

2-

The surface area during the collision, A-J2. is supposed to be the cross-section
area of the smaller droplet

2 2
* min(r1f r2) . (136)

The time, t-\2> that the contact lasts is about the time to travel the distance
2r-j + 2r2 with an average velocity, va.
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2(r1 + r9)
t1? = - *- . (137)
1Z v /2

The average velocity is divided by two in order to account for the fact that
the velocity vector of both components may have the same direction. The total

contact area per unit volume, eUp, of all collisions of both discontinuous com-

ponents is the product of the quantities above, with

•to - " A12'12to " A' %

where Cpp is a user-defined constant. If no correction factors are used in
conjunction with these equations, Cpp = 9/8. To simplify the correlation con-
siderably, all random velocities are set equal. Therefore, the contact area is
no longer a function of the velocities but only of the volume fractions and ra-
di i, with

(r. + r?)(r? + rh
C j - ^ - 1 Z I 2

2 . (139)

The contact area is limited so that it cannot exceed half of the convectible
surface area reduced by the contact with the structure.

D. Persisting Contact

In liquid-continuous flows, bubbles and droplets can share a surface area
even if they have the same velocity. They are supposed to be in a persisting
contact which is governed only by the surface conditions. This contact area
has to be a fraction of the convectible surface area, and limiters have to be
applied. Reference 16 presents a method to predict three component contacts
for topologies 11 and 12. The sum of surface tensions, S^ and %, are

SA " ffGCL " °GDL " aLL < 1 4 0 )
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and

= aGDL " aGCL ' ffLL

Depending on the values of S A and SB> there are three different configurations,
which are shown in Fig. 15. In the first configuration, the bubble of r^ < r^
is inside the droplet. A residual surface area is provided for the contact be-
tween vapor and the continuous phase by the user-defined constant CQ_Q which
defines the fraction of the surface available. The second configuration is de-
fined by dividing the smaller convectible surface (Fig. 15: r0 < r^, 35 < ad)
into two equal parts for the contact between the discontinuous and the continu-
ous component. This is a rough approximation of the complicated contacts de-
pending upon the contact angles. In the third configuration, the bubble has
almost no contact to the droplet. However, a user-defined constant, CQLG, is
used to avoid the exclusiveness of this contact by defining a residual contact
area. The fractions, B, of the available convectible surface area are, in the
order of the three configurations, 1, 2, 3

B = 1 - C ^ Q for S A ^ 0 and Sg < 0

B = 0.5 for S A < 0 and Sg < 0

B = C^Q for S A < 0 and Sg ^ 0 , (142)

where

C a Q < 0.45 , CJ^Q < 0.45 . (143)

Figure G-2 of Vol. VI shows the sum of the surface tensions for the UO2-
stainless-steel system. The first value corresponds to S^, the second to Sfi,
in topology 11, and vice versa in topology 12. There are five regions of
equal contact criteria for the given range of the temperature. Below 2822 K,
between 3202 K and 3576 K, and above 6747 K, configuration 2 is suggested with
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B = 0.5, between 2822 K and 3202 K, B = 1 - C C L Q for topology 11 and B
for topology 12, and between 3576 K and 6747 K, B = Qx.G for topology 11 and
B = "! " CfJLG for topology 12.

The contact area, aa, between the two discontinuous components due to the
surface tensions is now

= B ac . (144)

Reiterating the range of values for B in Eqs. (142) and (143), configuration 1
of Fig. 15 prevails for 0.55 < B < 1, configuration 2 for B = 0.5, and configu-
ration 3 for 0 < B < 0.45.

The choice of ac in Eq. (142) depends on the radii of the discontinuous
spheres, the number of spheres and some assumptions about limiting conditions.
The first limit is necessary for topology 12 and if solid particuiates are
present. The value of B has to be limited as a function of the fraction of
particuiates in the liquid 1-particulate field because bubbles cannot be in-
side the solid particuiates.

B « min (1 - C a G, max [ 0.5, 1 - C a G - 0.5 ( 1.15 - ^ ^ ^ )])

for IT = 12 and S A ^ 0 and Sg < 0 , (145)

where oqj^p is a user-defined constant as in Eq. (124). Figure 16 shows the
value of B from Eq. (145) as a function of the volume fractions. As the volume
fraction cqj becomes small compared to <xp, the value of B is forced below the
threshold of 0.55 so that configuration 2 represents the contact.

The limits for the second case are those applied for bubbles with radii
greater than the droplet radii. For configuration 2 and 3, i.e., B < 0.55, the
value of ac is taken from the smaller fluid sphere of the droplet, especially
because B = 0.5 is supposed to divide the smaller sphere into two equal parts;
see Fig. 15. However, for B < 0.55, configuration 1 predicts almost total en-
gulfing of the vapor bubble by the discontinuous liquid. If rD > rj, then the
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Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configurations

c Continuous liquid
d Piifxxrtin1 yn v* lvjiyi
g \fepor bubble

Fig. 15.
Compound bubble configurations modeled by AFDM.
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discontinuous liquid wraps around the bubble. Ignoring the effect on the
liquid-liquid interface, the value of a c is taken from the bubble. By this
simplification the instantaneous interfacial area between bubbles and droplets
is approximated correctly, and the liquid-liquid area change is neglected.
For most problems, the value of aa will be corrected by the value of eS (see
Sec. IV.E.), so that this distortion is less pronounced. The third limit is
introduced if the number of the bubbles is considerably different from that of
the droplets, and pairs cannot be formed to match the simplified picture of
Fig. 15. Therefore, the number of bubbles and droplets is calculated, using

n. r

r = (r) -r (146)

The approach is to limit a a proportional to nt/n^ or its inverse if the number
of the fluid spheres which are to be used to provide a c is greater than that of
the other discontinuous component.

Figure 17 shows the second and third limits applied for configuration 1
(see Fig. 15). The value of a c is taken from the vapor bubble convectible

area, a!L, . The droplet that wraps around the bubble is distorted but the dis-
tortion is only accounted for by the bubble-droplet area. If ntj > ry, then S
has to be multiplied by %/n^ because not all bubbles have a droplet partner.
If nb < n,j, there is at least one droplet per bubble, so no limits apply.

Finally, all conditions appIied

= B aGCL minin 0 - n^) for rb < rd {147)aGDL = B aGCL

aGDL = B aGCL min V 1 n j for rb " rd arvi 8 > °'55

a B aCLDL ""n 0 ' n 5 for r b ~ r d and B ^ 0 5 5
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If the droplets consist of liquid 1, and if solid particulates are present,
is used instead of ac, and ry is calculated as a function of r^M and

E. Combination of Persisting and Collision Contact
The contact areas a v and aP of the two previous sections have to be com-

bined in topologies 11 and 12. Both contact models apply for the same area be
tween the bubbles and the droplets. A linear function is used to define the
relative influence of each model. The basic condition is that at zero veloci-
ty difference between bubbles and droplets, the influence of the collision mod
el can be neglected. Therefore, a weighting factor, Wpy, is introduced as

= min (o.9, max [cpVM'
' V G " VC

,̂ r .

CPV T\ (150)

where V Q and V Q L are the velocities of the bubbles and droplets, respectively,
At is the time step size, and Cpy and Cpyw are user-defined constants. Final-
ly, for topologies 11 and 12, the contact area between bubbles and droplets is

Configuration 1 forrb^r<i

c Continuous
d Discontinuous liquid
g Vapor bubbles

Fig. 17.
AFDM mode Iing of configuration 1 the number of bubbles
d i f fe rs from the number of drops and rD £ r j .
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- *PV 4)L - (1 + VaGDL

The superscript P denotes the combined bubble-droplet contact in topologies 11
and 12. Figure 18 shows Wpv as a function of the absolute velocity difference
with the default values Cpy = 1, CpvM = 0.2, and two combinations for At and r.

F. Correction Due to Nucleation
For topologies 11 and 12, the contact area of the bubbles may change due

to nucleation because bubbles can be formed in either liquid phase. To insure
that the nucleating liquid shares enough surface area with the vapor phase, the
bubble contact area subdivision is redirected if the conditions are such that
the nucleating regime has been selected. For this regime, the other contact
models are less effective because the bubbles are supposed to act like rigid
spheres, and effective contact to the droplets is substantially reduced. As
conditions change to non-nucleating regimes, the nucleation correction has to
fade out. A weighting factor, i^U' is introduced depending on how far away
the conditions are from the nucleating regime, as defined in Sec. II.D.1.

(152)

where Cfju is a user-defined constant and rĵ _ given by Eq. (44).

If the bubble number densities, defined in Sec. III.B.1, are equal, the

subdivision of the bubble surface is assumed to be fixed at 75% for the contin-

uous liquid, taken from the convectible area, aSU, , of the bubbles. Now

aGDL " 3nfa a ' + nb ^
 WNU aGCL + (1 ~ WNU)aGDL (153)

and

3n, ~. p
aGCL = 3n. r, + n. „ WNU aGCL + (1 " WNU)aGCL ' (154)
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Weighting factor used for a combination of persisting
and collision contact.

is the complementaryP P
where a j ^ is defined in the previous sections, and a

value with aJL, and a!L, adding up to the bubble eonvectible surface area,

aGCL-
G. Surface Area Multiplier

The user may want to increase the instantaneous interfacial areas inde-

pendent of the models presented so far. A volume fraction dependent multipli-

er, i, is introduced. This mult iplier is calculated for all continuous liquid

coalescing regimes; for the continuous liquid nucleating regime it is set to

unity.

CAM mif1 ( «CC 1 - )) •
(155)

where agpR a°d afx are *ne volume fraction limits for the churn-turbulent re-

gime, as defined in Sec. 11.0. The multiplier is not used for the structure
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contacts. The value of the user-defined constant, CAM, should not exceed 3.
The multiplier is applied on the convectible surface areas of the discontinuous
component under investigation.

H. Interface Temperature
For the surface tensions, the interface temperature, T1, is the main in-

put argument. The surface tension is defined at the interface between the com-
ponents, and the definition of T' depends on whether both components are liq-
uid, or one of them is vapor. The surface tensions are defined in Vol. VI,
Sec. IV.

If one component is the vapor phase then

T' " TLm ' (156)

where T|_n, is the bulk temperature of the I iquid component m.
If both components are liquid, then

T1 = T £ C , (157)

where T^c is the effective contact temperature, as given by Eq. (118) in Sec.
IV.B. However, the contact partners are not L1 and P, but L1 and L2, or P and
L2, where P are the solid particulates, L1 is liquid 1, and L2 is liquid 2.

K. Subdivisions
The models of the previous sections are combined and applied for 10 of the

12 topologies. For topology 1 and 3, no subdivision exists. Limiters have to
be added at each step of the subdivision in order to prevent the sums of the
subdivisions from exceeding the original convectible surface areas which are
subdivided. The equations are listed in the order they are being programmed at
the end of subroutine INIIFA. The code sets all instantaneous interfacial ar-
eas which, for a given topology, are not listed below, to zero. The order of
the subscripts is irrelevant because
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•V • (158)

1. Topology 2 Subdivision. Solid particulates are always discontinuous.
The are totally immersed in liquid 1. The only other contact is with the
structure if structure exists. If structure does not exist, the surface area,
as, of the structure is zero. The total surface area of the solid particulates
is always 3ap/rp.

aPS = \ T~^ min (-7̂  • as) • (159>

^ p s . (160)

and

2. Topology 4 and 7 Subdivision. For both topologies, liquid 1 is the
conti nuous phase. Besi des the so Ii d part i culates, the d i scootinuous phase,
subscripts DP or D, is liquid 2 for topology 4 and vapor for topology 7.
There is no contact between the solid particulates and the discontinuous phase.

£ -s)min -(-^ , ac) , (162)
P

(163)

\1S = aS " ^ " ^ ' (164)
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and

(166)

3- Topology 5 and 6 Subdivision. For both topologies, liquid 1 is discon-
tinuous and forms a common surface with the solid particulates. The subdivi-
sions have to be valid even if either liquid 1 or particulate volume fraction
is zero. The continuous phase, subscripts CP or C, is liquid 2 for topology 5,
and vapor for topology 6. The liquid 1 droplet radius, r|_i, is

IT) C167)

\1CP

where r ^ is the user-defined minimum droplet radius. The common radius of the
liquid 1-particulate system is

•p + i i ) Or + :r-) ; ( 1 6 8>
r rr
rP rL1

the coaMon surface area is then

(169)

The liquid t-soI id particulate contact including that to the structure depends
on the melting freezing indicator, Imp Csee Fig. 14).

C"-»".(1. fau+V.vJ ' (170)
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(171)

C = 1 - (1 - Cp^) C for lyp = 0 , (172)

C = 1 - Cyp C for lw = 1 , (173)

C+ = for l ^ = 0 , (174)

C+ = 1 - (1 - CLCp) C++ for l , ^ = 1 , (175)

.S = 5 i n (aCM' a s } f 0 r fLPC "•
Ct75)

for IL R C = 0 or l T - 5 , (177)

«LtS = C+ f 0 r 'LPC = ° or lT = 5 (178)

2 1 - mm for l L p c = 1 and l y = 6 , (179)

"L1S = V fQrlLPC = (180)

(181)

CL1P
for l L p c = 0 or = 5 , (182)

and
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= m m
*P "PS
r p " 2 •

(1 - 03) ru

AICP

rp) (1

-

2

.2
L1

rp max(r

"LI

+

2
L1

r 2 )

, r2)
for I = 1 and = 6

(183)

The above logic provides a choice for the contacts if vapor is the continuous
phase, as described in Sec. tV.B. If l|_pc = 1. tten tn^ contact is based upon
the collision model. Therefore, the sum of the subdivisions, listed in the
following equations, has to reflect this choice as well. The multipliers C

.C++ and C + C** force the instantaneous interfacial areas to zero if the partic-
ular component does not exist, as in Eq. (130):

\IP,CP =
for

'LPC
(184)

aPCP =
•>++

for lLPC o r l T = (185)

*L1CP = C+ C \1P.CP f0T ' LPC
or = 5 - (186)

and

aPCP =

\1CP =

tXCn

for = 1 and

for ! LPC=

(187)

r 6 (188)

For t\_pQ = 1, liquid 1 droplets and particulates are supposed to have contact
only through collision, and the common surface area, aQH, is not used. For
'LPC = 0* ̂ ^ co"***1 surface area is calculated to have a reference area for
the contact to the other components.

4. Topology 8 and 9 Subdivision. In both topologies, the flow field con-
sists of only vapor and liquid 2. The discontinuous phase, subscripts DP or D,
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is liquid 2 for topology 8, and vapor for topology 9. The continuous phase,

subscript CP, is vapor for topology 8, and liquid 2 for topology 9.

"DP _,_ ,_u . i (189)

(190)

and

5. Topology 10 Subdivision. Topology 10 is the continuous vapor topology

with all components present. In addition to the contacts of topology 6, liq-

uid 2 droplets are present. The droplet radii are

(192)

and

rL1 =max ( r ^ , -^) , (193)

r«d 's *ne user-defined minimum droplet radius.

The liquid 1-particulate common radius and area are

rL1

and
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(195)
rCM

The dimension Iess functions for the liquid 1-particulate contact depend on the
melting-freezing indicator, \yp (see Fig. 14).

= min (1, T ^—, ) , (196)

= min

The contact to the structure is

aups - \ ̂ \~r^ minaup,s - \

(197)

C* « 1 - (1 - a ™ ) C** for l._- = 0 , (198)

C = 1 - CLCp C for lff = 1 , C99)

C+ = 1 - C^p C++ for l^ = 0 , (200)

and

C+ = 1 - (1 - Cpg,) C++ for l^ = 1 . (201)

V for 'LPC
 = ° • (202)

= C C++ a u p s for l L p c = 0 , (203)

aL1S = C+ C " aL1P,S f o r 'LPC = ° ' ( 2 0 4 )
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•re = \ r^ min (77 • as) for 'LFC
 = 1 ' (205)

and

"US = I T^ min (4i • as) for 'LCP - 1 • (206)

For l|_pc = 1, liquid 1 droplets and particulates are supposed to have contact
only through collision, and the common surface area, arjy|, is not used. For
'LPC = 0. the common surface is calculated, and contact to the other components
are calculated using this quantity.

The liquid 2-structure contact is

(207)

The continuous phase-structure contact is defined by the left-over surface area

of the structure

apS . (208)

The contact of the three discontinuous partners of the two discontinuous
velocity fields depends on which value of lj_pc has been given. For ly>c = 0,
the collision model is applied for two partners, one of which is the combined
liquid 1-particulate field with arjM; for l[_pc = 1, there are three partners and
separate three collision contacts.

aL1P,L2 = min
[aCM ~ \1P,S aGL2

( t t P + a L 1 ) «L2 (rCM + rL2 } (rCH + rL2 }
2 2 -, (209)

2 2
1 " "S rCM rL2 max (rCM' rL2}.
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•>++
aL1P " CL1P C C aCM 1U1 'LPCf o r (210)

aL1L2 = C + C " aL1P,S f 0 r 'LPC (211)

= C C + + aL1P,S f 0 r !LPC (212)

aL1P

CPL1

( r L 1 + rp) #

rL1rP m a x ( r L1

for lLpc = 1

(213)

[ c c
aGL1 " aL1S " aL1P aGL2 ~ aL2S

3 ' 3

and

«L1«L2 (rL1 + fL2} (rL1 +

"PP 1 -
max

for lLpc = 1

(214)

'P

Cr

aPS|_aL1P aGL2 " aL2S

(rP + rL2} {rP + rL2
1 a-,

rPrL2
2 2

r

for I L R C = 1

(215)

Eventually, the sum of the subdivisions has to reflect the choice of ILPC' as

well. The multipliers C* C++ and C+ C** force the instantaneous interfacial
areas to zero if the particular component does not exist, as in Eq. (130):

aL2G " aGL2 " aL2S " aPL2 ~ aL1L2 (216)
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aL1P,G = aCM ~ aL1P,L2 " aL1P,S f o r JLPC "
(217)

aL1G = C + C aL1P,G f 0 r (218)

aPG • C 'LPC (219)

aGL1 " aL1L2 " aL1P " aL1S

and

for

"" a L1P for 'LPC

(220)

(221)

6. Topology 11 Subdivision. Topology 11 is the Iiquid 1-continuous
phase topology with all components present. The solid particulates are total-
ly immersed in liquid 1. The only direct contact they can have is that to the
structure and to the continuous phase. The droplet and bubble radii are

rL2 " " « (r«d ' (222)F
L1L2

and

rQ = «ax (r - ^ |

v«b- ac ; •
aGL1

(223)

The nomenclature r|_2 is used rather than rj, and TQ is used rather than r^
because all subscripts are consistently representing the components. There
can either be a collision, or a persisting contact, or both. The weighting
factor is

Wpv = min (fJ.9, max CPVM
- VL2 At C.

pv
' 2 max (TQ,

(224)
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The structure contacts are

a_ ,3a
o i — c — min
2 1 - a . . p

T 2 ' as) ' {225)

1
aL2S = 2 mmin (a£1L2 , as) , (226)

aGS = 5 i ~ ^ min (aGL1 ' O ' (227)

and

aL1S = aS " aPS " aL2S " a6S •

For the persisting contact, based on the surface tensions, and limited by the
ratio of the number densities, there are the following parameters:

SA = °GL1 " aGL2 " aL1L2 ' (229)

- a Q L 1 - o L 1 L 2 , (230)

B = 1 - C C L Q for S A ^ 0 and S B < 0 , (231)

and

B = 0.5 for SA < 0 and SB < 0 , (232)

B = C ^ Q for SA < 0 and S B S 0 . (233)

The ratio of bubble and droplet number density is
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G /l
I

n, o \r
W a<

y a c
aL1L2

(234)

The persisting contact area, a°, needs an additional limiter if the multiplier,
£, of Sec. IV.G is greater than unity. Otherwise the sums of the subdivision
would be greater than the convectible surface area multiplied by £.

< 2 G - " 5f) min 0 ' ̂ f) (3GL1 " aGs) for rG < rL2 - (235)

= B(aGL1 " aGs) m i n 0 ' n^) f o r rG = rL2 a n d B > ° ' 5 5 ' ( 2 3 6 J

3L2G - a. o c ) min ( 1 , -—) for rn £ rL2 and B ^ 0.55 . (237)

The collision contact area is

\2G =
;n l

aL1L2 " aL2S aGL1 " aGSm L
(rQ • r

PP 1
rG rL2

2 2
r

(238)

Combining c o l l i s i o n and pe rs i s t i ng contact ,

IWPV aL2G + aL2GJ (239)

and allowing for the correct ion due to nucleation,

" •« ' d -
(240)
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a NU b,L2
L2CJ on. . ^ + n. , « V bLI bS/ NU Lidtj

and

a = " aGs) + V " WNu) (5aGL1 " aGS " ̂ G ) '(242)aL1G = 3n. , - + n. .b,Ll D,L

where the n^ are the bubble number densities calculated in the nucleation

model, Sec. III.B.1. The sum of the subdivision reflects the conditions of

Eqs. (235) through (237). As mentioned in Sec. IV.D, there is a problem with

the liquid-liquid surface area for configuration 1 of Fig. 15 and rq £ rj_2

(see also Fig. 17) because the change in liquid-liquid surface area is ne-

glected. However, a?2Q
 nas changed and can be substantially larger than the

convectible surface area of liquid 2. Therefore, a?op or its function must

not be subtracted from ap 1 L2-
 ln tnis case, the collision contact area J^

replaces a P ™ in Eq. (243).

\ 1 L 2 = * aL1L2 " aL2S " C W P V \ 2 G for rG ' rL2 ̂  B > °- 5 5 ' {243)

aL1L2 " ̂ S " aL2G for rG ~ rL2 and B S ° 5 5

or for rQ < r L 2 .
 t244)

Finally, the particulate-structure contact reduces the liquid 1-particulate

contact

{245)

7. Topology 12 Subdivision. Topology 12 is the liquid 2-continuous phase
with all components present. Because liquid 1 and particulates are discontinu-
ous, portions of the subdivision are similar to those of topology 5, 6, or TO.
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The combination of melting-freezing criteria and corrections due to nucleation

renders the subdivision rather complicated. The radii and the common liquid 1-

particulate surface area are

rL1 • - * ( ' * • 5s1-) • (246)

(rmb • T T - ) ' (247)

aGL2

and

3(otp

^ ) , {248)
rP rL1

(249)

Again, rg is used rather than r^, and r ^ instead of r^. There can be either

collision or persisting contact, or both. The weighting factor is

r i G L 1 i p V

0.9, max ̂ CpvM, ^ ^ ^ } j ) . (250)

To simplify the formulas, we introduce a new variable, oq_i, only for the re-

mainder of the topology 12 equations.

op + oL1
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The contact of the liquid 1-partial I ate systems is calculated using the fol-
lowing functions:

R
C**=min(i, 5 = 1 ) , (252)

V " U P 7

R

= min 1, — ) , (253)

= 1 - (i - C p c p) C** for l ^ = 0 , (254)

C - 1 - C L C p C for l,^ = 1 , (255)

C + = 1 - Cpg, C + + for lw = 0 , (256)

and

C+ = 1 - (i - C L C p) C
+ + for 1 ^ = 1 - (257)

The contact between liquid 1 and the particulates is

** ++

The contacts of the components to the structure are

^IP.S = \ 1 - c j min (aCM' a S ) • (259)

:* C + + a u p s , (260)
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\1S - C+ C " aL1P,S • (261)

(262)
°GS ~ 2 1 - a,

and

a,_2S = a s - a L 1 p s

For the persisting contact, based on the surface tensions, S^, SQ, and B have
to be defined. Depending on the value of IMF, the surface tension of the
liquid 1-particulate systems is that of the predotninantly outside component.

SA -.0^2 - a ^ - o U L 2 for • y = 0 . (264)

~ ffGL2 ~ CL1L2 ^or 'MF = ^ ' (265)

~ aPL2 ^or *MF ~ ̂  ' (266)

(267)

For the calculation of B, Eq. (145) specifies the exceptions

R

B.- -in (1 - C a G , max [o.5, 1 - C ^ - 0.5 (1.15 - ^ -

"^ (268)
for SA i 0 and Sg < 0 ,

B = 0.5 for SA < 0 and Sg < 0 , (269)

and

B = Cp^g for SA < 0 and Sg ̂  0 . (270)
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The ratio of the bubble and Iiqwfd 1-particulate number density is

(271)

The persisting contact area, aCT, needs an additional limiter if the multipli-
ers, £, of Sec. IV.G, is greater than unity. Otherwise, the sums of the subdi-
vision would be greater than the convectible surface area multiplied by £•

1 \ / nf«\ /- ^ j ; min f t , ̂ J {,42 for rG < rCM • (272)

G
nOfT\mm IT , — - j for tn > r~. and B * C273)

n. B * ° (274)

The collision contact is

1 -

Cr| •

«ax (r2,

(275)

CcMbining coll ision and persisting contact, we need to distinguish which of the
liquid 1-particulate partners is predominantly outside (see Fig. 14).

P m - v

,G = "PV
Ct " iPV> f Q r (276)
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aL1P,G » 5 [«PV\1P,G
 + (1 - V <1P,G] fo' !MF " ° " (277)

For !MF = 1< tne surface area multiplier is unity because particulates are pre-
dominantly forming the surface. They are rigid and their surface area is not
influenced by the flow conditions. Allowing for the corrections due to nuclea-
tion leads :o

- max (^ . (1 ^ ^ ] ) • (278)0, C,,

As aP1 decreases, the solid particulates become dominant. However, nucleation

does not occur inside the particulates, so an additional limiter is applied,

with etP.. as the variable

\1P,G " W ^bL1 ,L2 (279)

3nK n + nh i 1 t1 " mind ,2 a, 1)]
D , L̂ - U,LI LI u

aL1G = n, ., + 3n. . , wN
b,L1 b.L2 (280)

where njj is the bubble number density calculated in the nucleation model,

Sec. III.B.1. The value of a|_-|pQ is subdivided between liquid 1 and the par-

ticulates, forcing the values to zero if the component volume fraction is zero

as

= C+ C aL1P,G (281)
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and

*PG - C* C++ aL1P,G • (282)

The contact between the liquid 1-particulate system and the continuous liquid
needs to be complementary to the contacts above, so all conditions are effec-
tive.

aL1P,L2 = 5 aCM ~ ^IP.S " C *PV aL1P,G for !MF = °
(283)

and TQ £ r ^ and B > 0.55 .

Instead of using Eqs. (279) and (280) to evaluate the last term of the RHS,
only the collision contribution is subtracted to prevent negative instantaneous
interfacial areas [see the description of Eq. (243)]. Additionally, the influ-
ence of nucleation on Eq. (283) through Eq. (286) is neglected to simplify the
correlations.

aL1P,L2 = aCM " ^IP.S " *PV ^IP.G for !MF " 1

(284)
and rQ * r(ju and B > 0.55

In Eq. (284), the solid particulates are predominantly outside and the multi-
plier, £i is unity. The rest of the complementary conditions yields

\ 1 P

\ 1 P

,L2

,L2

" * aCM " ^

= aCM " V l F

.1P,S " aL1P,G

or for I j ^ .

P

or for l . _

for

= 0

for

!MF =

and i

•MF = 1

and r

0 and

'G ' rL2

I and

> r

r G <

and

r Q < r

and

rL2

B £

L2

B £

0.

0.

55

55
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These two equations use tP for the same reason as in Eq. (244). Finally,

and

* ++
apj rt = U U ^| ID I O ' ^ C.OO)

V. SURFACE AREA CONVECTION

In Step 4 of the AFDM algorithm, the convectible surface areas are convec-
ted with end-of-time-step velocities. As mentioned in Sec. I, there are two
compiler options for two models of area convection. Figure 1 shows the two mo-
dels represented by the two parallel dotted lines, ARCV1 for area convection
nodel 1 and ARCV2 for area convection model 2. Model 1 is the base model and
has been used frequently, whereas model 2 is more experimental and its compli-
cated logic may have limited validity. Summarizing major features and differ-
ences of the two models, model 1 has a convectible surface area for each veloc-
ity component, whereas in model 2, the convectible surface areas are used only
in conjunction with the discontinuous components. In model 1, the areas are
convected with the velocities of the velocity component they are associated to,
and that is done by defining an area per unit mass which is convected similarly
to the energy. In model 2, the areas are convected with the velocity of the
discontinuous velocity components, and several limitations and assumptions
have to be introduced. In model 1, the differencing scheme is the same as for
the other convection equation, so all options are available. In model 2, only
donor-cell differencing can be applied. Both models are coded in subroutine
AF0MS4.

This section is divided so that area convection model 1 is described
first, with ail necessary transformations in all AFDM steps, and then model 2
is described.

A. Area Convection Model 1
In Step 4 of the AFDM algorithm, the surface area convection Eq. (52) is

solved with the RHS set to zero. However, for model 1, the convectible surface
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area has to be transformed to comply with the conditions of the model, which
is to be explained in this section. Eventually, Eq. (58) of Vol. I is ob-
tained with

ft <Pq *# + I 7 • ('m a? V - ° ' (289)

mcq

where aP is the interfacial area per unit mass for momentum field q, and q = 1
does no? include the solid particulates. Equation (289) is similar to the en-
ergy convection equation. The difference equation is given in Vol. I Eq. (59).
The interfacial area per unit mass, aP, is a function of the associated surface
area, aa, with

a
a« = I" T 9 - for q = 1, 2, 3 and q c m , (290)

mcq

where momentum field q = 1 consists of density component m = L1, momentum field
q = 2 consists of density component m = L2, and momentum field q = 3 consists

of density components m = 61, G2, 63. Iffa vanishes so does a^.

aq = ° for ^m = ° • q<m • (291)

Therefore, each momentum field that exists in a given cell has to have an in-
terfacial area associated to it. The convectible surface areas, a c, of
Eq. (52) are defined between the discontinuous and the continuous phases.
Table I lists the convectible surface areas for a given topology. The number
of convectible surface areas is equal to the number of discontinuous momentum
fields. The missing surface area for the continuous momentum field has to be
defined. Here, we use the simple approach that the associated surface area of
the continuous momentum field is equal to the sum of all convectible surface
areas. Table III lists all associated surface areas as functions of the con-
vectible surface areas for the 12 topologies. The terms l^ and IQ_ are defined
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in Eqs. (27) through (30). The first column of the associated surface areas
represents the value of the continuous momentum field. The non-listed areas
are zero. With Table III, the two necessary transformations can be performed:

acf •> a* (292)

and

a* • a^ , (293)

where the subscript f denotes the interface between two momentum fields. For
Eq. (293), the first column of the associated surface areas of Table til is not
used because it represents the continuous phase which is determined only in
Eq. (292), The two transformations are used in the initiation, in Step 1, and
Step 4 of the AFDM algorithm, as shown in Fig. 1. For model 1, ARCV1, the left

path of the two parallel dotted vertical lines is taken. As the values of a?
are determined in subroutine INICEL, the first transformation is done for all
fields using Eq. (292). For all liquid single phase cells, i.e., topologies 2
through 5, Eq. (293) is used to obtain the values for acf which are used in
conjunction with Eq. (52) for the source terms. There are two transforaations
necessary during the determination of the continuous phase in two-phase cells.
To start calculation of the levitation criterion, aaaximum of two values for
acf have to be known, as there are the convectible surface areas between all
liquid momentum fields present and the vapor momentum field. Equation (293)
for f = GL1 and f = GL2 is used. The levitation criterion results in the eval-
uation of the new continuous phase. Consequently, the new values for acf of
the two-phase cells have to be obtained using Eq. (293) for all f. If the to-
pologies 10, 11, or 12 change, a correction needs to be applied, which is de-
scribed in Sec. V.A.1. Finally, all new acf for two-phase cells are known and
are updated in the subsequent part of subroutine INIIFA. To perform the calcu-
lation of the convection transport of interfacial areas in Step 4,
Eq. (289) is used and all acf have to be transformed to aaq using Eq. (292).

When the topology switches from topology 10, 11, or 12 there can be a
step-wise change in convectible surface area acf when using Table 111 for
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TAILE 111

TRANSFMHATIONS BETWEEN CONVECTIBLE AMD

ASSOCIATED INTERFACIAL AREAS

Topology

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

l+

1

0

0
0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

'a

0
1

2
1

2

1

1

2

2

1 or 2

1

2

Convectible

Surface

Areas

aL1L2

aL1L2

aGL1

aGL1

aGL2
c

c c

aL1L2 aGL1
c c

aL1L2 aGL2

Associated

aL1
a

aL2

aG

^1

<2

c

= \1L2
c

= aGL1

= aGL2
c

= aGL1
c

= \1L2

Surface

f 4.2
c

f T1L2

+ a ^

Areas

aL2 =

a L 1 -•

aL1 =

aL2 =

a^ =

aa
1 =

•s -
•8-

aL1L2

aL1L2

a GL1
c

a c

c

c a
aQL1 \j

c a
a G L 1 «|_j

c a

» = aGL2

» = \1L2
c

transformation. The assumption that the continuous momentum field has as asso-

ciated surface area consist ing of the sum of both convectible surface areas is

irrelevant as long as for the same topology, the retransformation with Eq.

(293) does not use this value. At the switch however, the value is used and a

different transformation must be provided. According to Ref. 17, Table IV

lists the convectible surface areas, acf, as functions of the associated sur-

face areas, aa
q, and the previous and current topologies, which establishes

the transformation
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•5
for

for

for

,n+1
'T
,n+1
'T
.n+1
' T

= 10

= 12

and

and

and

q

q

q

= G

= L1

= L2

(294)

where IO+1 is the topology of the current time step. If a dash is listed in

Table IV, the convectible surface area is that from Table III, so no correction

needs to be performed. Even with the correction, step-wise changes of convec-

tible surface areas at the topology switch are inevitable. For example, if

liquid 2 formed droplets in topology 10 of the previous time steps but consists

of droplets in topology 11 of the current time step, the value of ap-uo IS

taken from a c of the previous time step, irrespective of what the value of

a§L2 *as

B. Area Convection Model 2

As for area convection model 1, the surface area convection Eq. (52) is

solved with the RHS set to zero. However, only the convectible surface areas,

ac, as listed in Table I, are convected with the velocities of the discontinu-

ous Momentum fields. There is no need for a transformation, so

TAOLE IV

CONVECTIILE SURFACE AREAS AS A FUNCTION OF THE ASSOCIATED
SURFACE AREAS AM) THE PREVIOUS AND CKRENT TOPOLOGIES

Current Topology 10 10 10 11 11 11 12 12 12

Previous Topology 10 11 12 10 11 12 10 11 12

\1L2 " "" " ~" " Vl "~ *L2

— aQ —

*GL2
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3 ^ + 7 • (acf v q) = 0 , (295)

where the subscript f stands for L1L2, GL1, or GL2, and q is the subscript for
the momentum field. There are only as many momentum fields to account for as
there are discontinuous components. To associate the subscript f to q, refer-
ences will be defined in Sees. V.B.1 and V.B.2. The problem with this approach
arises when the difference equation has to be written for two neighboring cells
with different topologies.

Four adjacent cells can contribute to a given cell with four different
sets of discontinuous components. This renders any discretization other than
a simple donor-cell differencing incompatible. Omitting the superscript c in
a c for reason of simplification, the difference equation is

[ ~n+1, ,_n ~n+1 ,

< a f v q } i , } + % - ™f VQ ' U - X
Az. Az.

J J (296)
r u q } i + X , i < 2 f r

r .A r .

Note that f and f may represent different subscripts. The first term inside
the brackets is the convection term at the top of the cell under investigation;
the second, third, and fourth are the terms at the bottom, right, and left, re-
spectively. Depending on the direction of the velocities, the four terms can be
"outflow" or "inflow" terms.

1. Outflow Terms. The outflow terms depend only on the convectible sur-
face areas of the cell under investigation and the four velocity components on
each side of the cell. To associate the subscript f to subscript q of
Eq. (296), Table V is constructed with the current topology of the cell under
investigation. However, the logic of the code is based on vector-merge func-
tions. Therefore, dummy q-values are calculated for topology 1, but are multi-
plied with zero convectible surface areas. All other listed q-values are used.
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TABLE V

SUBSCRIPT RELATIONSHIPS FOR OUTFLOW TERNS
USING AREA CONVECTION MODEL 2

Topology Velocity Subscript, q, as a Function of the Convectible
Area Subscript, f

f = L1L2 f = GL1 f = GL2

•i * * *

2
3
4 L2
5 L1

6 11

7 G

8 L2

9 G

10 L1 L2

11 L2 G

12 L1 G

* Calculated in the code, but multiplied with a zero area.

•here there is a blank in Table V, the velocities are set to zero. Having de-
termined the associated subscripts f and q, the outflow terms are set to zero
if the velocity component points into the cell.

(297)

v u * * ° <298>

(299)
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( 3 0 0 )

Equation (296) is then used to update af-jj with the outflow terms inside the

brackets, where f = f'.

2. Inflow Terms. The inflow terms depend on the condition in both the
cell under investigation and the neighboring cell where the flow comes from.
If the topologies of the two neighboring cells are different, the contribution
to the convectible surface area, a f j j , of the cell under investigation can be
from a neighboring convectible surface area with a different subscript, f. So,
two different subscripts- f' and f, are associated. The velocity of the inflow
surface area is always the velocity of the discontinuous momentum field. There
are four basic principles. First, if both cells have the same discontinuous
component, their convectible surface areas are associated. Second, if a dis-
continuous component switches to a continuous component and vice versa and if
both components are present in the two neighboring cells, the convectible sur-
face areas with the sai>e subscript are associated. Third, if a discontinuous
component is convected into a cell where this component did not exist yet, the
convectible inflow area contributes to the convectibie surface area between the
new discontinuous component and the prevailing continuous phase. Fourth, if a
continuous component is convected into a cell where it did not exist yet, it
does not contribute to any convectible surface area.

Looking at each of the convectible surface areas in the cell under inves-
tigation, those contributions have to be accounted for that represent non-zero
outflows from the neighboring cells. We therefore rewrite Table V in terms of
the outflow convectible area fluxes, o^. where

ok = S*J vj
+ 1 k « 1,2,3 , (301)

where v represents either the axial or radial velocity component, and with k

as the subscript for the combination out of three possible combinations. Ta-

ble VI lists the subscripts of the convectible surface area, f of 3?, and the

subscript of the momentum field, q of v^+ , for the subscripts of the outflow
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TABLE VI

SUBSCRIPT RELATIONSHIPS AS A FUNCTION OF THE SUBSCRIPTS
USED IN OUTFLOW FROM A NEIGHBORING TOPOLOGY

Neighboring Subscripts of the Convectible Surface Area and Momentum
Topology Field (f,q) for the Subscript k of the Outflow Convectible

Area Flux

k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

convectible area fluxes, k of o|<, as a function of the neighbor ing topology.
The values of o^ are then used to determine the contributions due to inflow to
the convectible surface areas. All information is listed in Table VII. The
topologies are gathered in three groups: topologies 1, 6, 8, and 10 into the
group with vapor continuous flow, topologies 2, 4, 7, and 11 into the group
with liquid 1 continuous flow, and topologies 3, 5, 9, and 12 into the group
with liquid 2 continuous flow. Depending on the groups o* the donor and accep-
tor cells, the contributing outflow convectible area fluxes are listed as they
contribute to the convectible surface areas af', f' = L1L2, GL1, and GL2, of
the acceptor ceil. If a dash is listed in Table VII, the contribution is zero.
The contributions have to be evaluated for the top, bottom, left and right

neighboring cells. Equation (296) is then used to update a?', with all outflow
contribution oj< (2f, V q + 1 ) .
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TABLE VII
INFLOW CONTRIBUTIONS USING AFDM AREA CONVECTION MODEL 2

Inflow Contribution from
Inflow Contribution to Topologies Topologies Topologies

the Convectible Surface Area 1, 6, 8, 10 2, 4, 7, 11 3, 5, 9, 12

aL1L2 °^ ioP°^°9ies 1« 6, 8, 10
aL1L2 of t oP° l o9' e s 2, 4, 7, 11 o., o1 o1

aL1L2 °* t oP° l o9' e s 3, 5, 9, 12 o 2 o1 o^

of topologies 1, 6, 8, 10 o 2 Op o^

of topologies 2, 4, 7, 11 o 2 o 2 o 3

aGL1 °* t 0P° l o9' e s 3, 5, 9, 12

°'3aGL2 °^ toP°'°9'es 1- 6, 8, 10 On o^

aQ.2 of topologies 2, 4, 7, 11

aGL2 of t°P°' 09 i e s 3. 5, 9, 12 Og o 2 o^

VI. INITIAL CONDITIONS AND USEK INPUT

Before transient calculations can be started, the convectible surface ar-
eas need to be initiated. Figure 1 shows that the subroutine iNICEL is used to
calculate either a a or a c for area convection model 1 or 2, respectively. For
most of the models of this volume, user-defined constants have been introduced
to provide the user with a tool to change the values over the input file. Both
features are described in this section.

A. Initial Conditions
The input for the convectible surface area is region wise. Two values

contribute to the area calculation: the volume fraction and the radius of the
equivalent sphere. Equation (1) is used to calculate the convectible surface
area, ac. The radius of the equivalent sphere has to be provided for all mo-
mentum fields, even if it is anticipated that a momentum field becomes the con-
tinuous phase. For the momentum field of liquid 1 and solid particuiates, only
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liquid 1 contributes to ac. The solid particulates are given their own radius,
rp, which stays constant. In case that their interfacial surface area has to
be accounted for, it is simply ap = 3ap/r p. As the input is region wise, all
cells of a region are given the same values for a c and rp.

For each region, subroutine INICEL calculates the topology using the vol-
ume fractions and the regime flag which may be provided in the input by the
name REGFL. Therefore, the levitation criterion need not be applied, if the
regime flag is zero, no levitation is anticipated, liquid is the continuous
phase, and the phase indicator, l̂ ,, is zero, see Eq. (27). If the regime flag
is unity, levitation is anticipated, vapor is the continuous phase, and l^ is
unity. The levitation criterion is valid only for vapor volume fractions OQQ
< a(/(1 - o$) < O Q ) [see Eqs. (23) and (24)]. In subroutine INICEL, these lim-
its are taken care of by

(302)
If 1 — Uto V̂ V>

and

h • (303)

Therefore, Eqs, (292) and (293) overrule the regime-flag selection by the user.

B. User Input
The user-defined constants for this volume are described in Vol. VII, Ap-

pendix E. With one exception, they are listed in Sec. IV of Appendix E, with
the card identifier being MXC. The exception is the invariant gravitational
acceleration, G, which is explained in conjunct ion with Eq. (44), and is given
the value 9.8 in subroutine INICON. In the code, G is represented by the name
GRAVIT,

The following list refers the user-defined constants of this volume to the
variable ID of the code. It gives a short description of the constant, the
present default value, and the equation number where it is first referenced.
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It should be noted that most default values may not represent a balanced fluid-
dynamics approach. They may also differ over the whole range of fluid dynam-
ics, as for example between the flow of cryogenic fluids and liquid reactor ma-
terials. Dimensionless quantities are usually less susceptive to changes than
quantities with dimensions.

All user-defined constants Iisted hereafter can be changed through the in-
put under the card identifier MXC.

Variable
Constant Equat ion ID Default

20 ALPCC °-50
Descr ipt ion

The vapor-volume fraction at
the transition between churn
and eellutar flow.

19 ALPCD 0.65 The vapor-volume fraction at
the transition between droplet
and eellular flow.

«LMP 124 ALPLMP 0.01 The volume fraction of liquid 1
or particles at which Cpcp or
C|_cp start to decrease linear-
ly to zero.

«NC 45

«NF

app

31

30

ALPNC 0.1 The maximum vapor-volume frac-
tion for the noncoaI escing bub-
bly regime.

ALPNF 0.95 The no-flow volume fraction.

ALPPF 0.7 The volume fraction multiplier
defining the influence of ap
on the continuous liquid defi-
nition.
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CAM 152 °.O The multiplier of the linear

variation of the surface area

multiplier, not to exceed 3.

46 CBC 0.2 The multiplier of the particle

volume fraction to assess the

maximum vapor-volume fraction

for bubbly flow.

142 CCLG 0.2 The minimum fraction of the

contact area between contin-

uous I iquid and vapor.

CfJOB 1 0 5 CC0B 2 0 The multipl ier for the coales

cence rate of bubbles.

105 CCOO 0.01 The multiplier for the coales-

cence rate of droplets.

142 CDLG
°-2 The minimum fraction of the

contact area between discon-

tinuous liquid and vapor.

81 CFD 0.5 The multiplier of the equilib-

rium radius reached by frag-

mentation of droplets by dynam-

ic forces.

101 CFL 1.0

82 CFS 1.0

The multiplier of the time con

stant of the droplet fragment-

ation by flashing.

The multiplier of the time con-

stant of fragmentation of drop-

lets by dynamic forces.
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77 CFT 1.0 The multiplier of the time con-
stant for fragmentation of bub-
bles by dynamic forces.

Cpv 74 CFV 1.0 The multiplier of the viscos-
ity term for fragmentation by
dynamic forces.

C|_ip 128 CLIP 0.5 The fraction of the common sur-
face of the liquid 1-partide
system at l|_prj = 0 which repre-
sents the surface area between
I iquid 1 and particles.

126 CLCP 0.2 The fraction of the liquid 1
droplet surface that always
remains without a solid crust.

123 CMT 1.0 The multiplier of the liquid 1
melting temperature to define
the me 11ing/freezing threshold.

70 CNC 10.0 The factor to define the gas

voiume fraction at which the
nucleation model fades out.

44 CNL 0.1 The multiplier of the square
of the threshold bubble radius
for the noncoalescing bubbly
regime.

152 CNU 0.9 The maximum value of the weight
factor defining the influence
of nucleation on the bubble
surface area.
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126 CPCP 0.2 The fraction of a particle sur-
face area that always remains
without a I iquid 1 f iIm.

128 CPL1 0.3 The multiplier for the effec-
tive contact area between liq-
uid 1 and particles at ILPC =

1, i.e., random collision.

107 CPM 5.0 The ratio of the particle and
liquid 1 volume fraction at
which the droplet size source
term becomes zero.

Cpp 138 CPP 0.3 The multipl ier of the effec-
tive contact area between dis-
continuous components at ran-
dom co11i s i on.

Cpv 150 CPV 1.0 The multipl ier of the linear

dependence of the weight fac-
tor for the combination of per
sisting and collision contact.

CpvM 150 CPVM 0.2 The lower limit of the weight

factor for the combination of
persisting and collision con-
tact between discontinuous com-
ponents.

C R Q 92 CRG 1.0 The multiplier of the equili-
brium surface area reached by
turbulence fragmentation.
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CRTB 105 CRTB 8.0 The multiplier of the exponent

of the probability for the coa-

lescence of bubbles.

CRTD

Ce

105 CRTD 1.0

68 CTHETA 1.0+5

The multiplier of the exponent

of the probability for the coa-

lescence of droplets.

The multiplier of the exponent

to assess the number of nucle-

ating bubbles.

96 CTT 1.0 The multiplier of the time con-

stant for the fragmentation by

turbulence.

25 DR0HY 100.0

44 DR0MIN 10.0

The density difference to de-
fine the limits of the linear-
ized hysteresis at the
cellular-droplet regime's
transition (kg/m^).

The minimum density difference
between continuous and discon-
tinuous components (kg/m^).

68 DVRT 0.2 The reference velocity differ-

ence for the fragmentation of

bubbles by dynamic forces

(m/s).

I|_PC ILPC The indicator for whether the

liquid 1-particle contact is

based on a col I is ion model,
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"DROP 112

nmax

NDROP

NMAX

l|_pC = 1, or on persisting con-
tact, !i_pc = 0, for continuous
vapor eel Is.

The number of newly created
droplets at condensation incep-
tion per fluid volume (nr3).

The maximum number of nucle-
ating bubbles per fluid volume
(m-3).

"min NMIN The minimum number of nucle-
ating bubbles per fluid volume
(m-3).

'mb 64 RM6 The minimum vapor bubble

radius (m).

'xb

rxd

63

64

63

68

70

RMD

RXB

RXD

THETAO

1

0

0

2

.0-6

.1

.1

.0-3

TCNUC 1.0"4

The minimum droplet radius (m).

The maximum bubble radius (m).

The maximum droplet radius (m).

Threshold value for the non-
dimensional temperature differ-
ence that defines the depar-
ture from saturation.

The time constant for the nu~
cleat ion source term of the
convectible bubble surface
area (s).
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Wecrjt 14 WECRiT 22.0 The critical Weber number at
the onset of droplet flow.

73 WEFB 10.0 The critical Weber number for
the fragmentation of bubbles.

80 WEFD 13.0 The critical Weber number for
the fragmentation of droplets.

VII. NOMENCLATURE

In this section, the nomenclature as given as a summary for the AFDM pro-
gram in Vol. I is listed to facilitate the reader. In this volume we use only
a part of the nomenclature. In addition, very limited use is made of local
variables in the text that are not listed in the nomenclature.

Variable Definition

a Inter facial surface area per unit volume

aP Convectible inter facial surface area per unit mass [m^/kg]

a Viscous component of the interfield momentum-exchange coefficient
[N-s/m4]

a Liquid/vapor velocity ratio [dimension I ess 3

[a] Three-by-three matrix representing the coefficients used to update

the velocities based on mass-transfer results [kg/m^-s]

ar Residual surface area in three-phase contact
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Homogeneous condensation coefficient

Area, cell radial area [m2]

A Matrix of Jacobian derivatives used in the pressure iteration

[variable dimensions]

b Right-side vector in the equations to update the velocities based
on mass transfer ^ 2

b Turbulent component of the inter field momentum-exchange coeffi-

cient [N-s2/m53

B Fraction [dimension I ess]

[B] Five-by-five Jacobian matrix used in the "two-phase" heat- and
mass-transfer algorithm [variable dimensions]

[Bg] Five-by-five Jacobian matrix used in the "single-phase" heat- and
mass-transfer algorithm [variable dimensions]

§.., Bp, Vectors containing the pressure derivatives of the four

B*3, and B\ conservation relationships used Step 3 of the AFDM algorithm

[variable dimensions]

C Fraction [dimensionless]

C User-defined nondimensional or dimensional constant

C User-defined nondimensional or dimensional constant

C Vector column representing the right sides of the equations used
in the "two-phase" heat- and mass-transfer algorithm [variable
dimensions]
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Right side of the relationship to maintain constant liquid/
particle internal energies in Step 3 [J/kg]

c. Total molar density

C Q Drag coefficient [dimensionless]

CQ Flow-regime-dependent part of the virtual mass coefficient [dimen-

sionless]

c. Molar density of vapor species k [kmol/m^]

Cm Velocity of sound for density component m [m/s]

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure (heat capacity) [J/kg-K]

Cs Vector column representing the right sides of the equations used
in the "single-phase" heat- and mass-transfer algorithm [variable
dimensions]

Cf Input fraction used for the Courant time-step control [dimension-

less]

CTr Convective term for the internal energy equation [J/m^]

CVq Convective term for the momentum equation [N/rn^]

cv or c Specific heat at constant volume (heat capacity) [J/kg-K] (cv pre-
ferred, unless used with other subscripts)

d Diameter [m]

D Error in one of the four conservation equations to be eliminated
during the pressure iteration [variable dimensions]
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D Diffusion coefficient

D Effective energy of vaporization/condensation [J/kg]

D Right-side vector used in solving the momentum equations [kg/m^-s]

Dp, or dn Hydraulic diameter [m] (Dn preferred)

e Specific internal energy [J/kg]

E A factor in the derivative of the homogeneous condensation term [K]

E The results of an energy summation [J]

ef Internal energy change in fusion [J/kg]

ejg Energy of vaporization [J/kg]

f Frequency [s~^]

f Friction factor [dimensionless]

F View factor (Shape factor) [dimensionless]

F Viscosity function [dimensionless]

Fv Virtual mass force per unit volume [N/m^]

F-J2 View factor between liquid 1 and liquid 2 [dimensionless]

g Acceleration of gravity [m/s^]

G General dependent variable function [arbitrary dimensions]

G Invariant acceleration [+ 9.80
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3 2
Gr Grashof number [8r^pg(pL - p-OG/vig] [dimension I ess 3

h Heat-transfer coefficient [W/m2-K]

h' Heat-transfer coefficient modified to treat transfers between bulk
vapor and another energy component [W/m2-K]

h+ Heat-transfer coefficient corrected for mass transfer [W/m2-K]

For the following heat-transfer coefficients, usage without the commas is pre-

ferred.

nGI_m or Heat-transfer coefficient between vapor and the liquid m/vapor
hG,Lm interface [W/m2-K] J

hgn or Vapor-side heat-transfer coefficient for the particle-vapor
h Q p interface [W/m2-K]

or Vapor-side heat-transfer coefficient for the structure-vapor
hQ,s interface [W/m2-K]

gp Net heat-transfer coefficient between the vapor and the particles

[W/m2-K]

t

gg Net heat-transfer coefficient between the vapor and the structure
[W/m2-K]

h. - or Heat-transfer coefficient between liquid m and the liquid m/vapor
h. r interface [W/m2-K]

hpQ or Particle-side heat-transfer coefficient for the particle-vapor
h p Q interface [W/m2-K]
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nSG or Structure-side heat-transfer coefficient for the structure-vapor

hs,G interface [W/m2-K]

hftg Heat of vaporization [J/kg]

H Heaviside function [dimension I ess]

H Product of the interfacial area and the heat-transfer coefficient.

Used with two energy component subscripts [W/m3-K]

H. Derivatives of the vapor energy equation with the vapor mole frac-
tion differentiated with respect to density [W/kg-K]

H. Component of the [B] matrix containing terms of liquid energy

equation m differentiated with respect to independent variable XJ
[variable dimensions]

*

Hj Collection of derivatives of the vapor energy equation excluding
the mole fraction derivatives [arbitrary dimensions]

i -The imaginary unit such that i2 = -1.

i Specific enthalpy [J/kg]

I Integer value [dimension I ess]

IQ_ Continuous liquid indicator, Eq. (47)

ILPC Col I ision-persist ing model indicator (Sec. V L B )

(MP Melting-freezing indicator, Eq. (119)

Ij Topology indicator, Eq. (17)

l^ Phase indicator, Eq. (44)
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IH Interfaciai energy production over a time step [J/kg]

IT FORTRAN iteration index [dimension I ess]

J Molar diffusion flux relative to the average molar velocity

Ja Jacob number (cpLATpL)/(hjgpg) [dimension I ess]

k Thermal conductivity [W/m-K]

k Boltzmann constant [J/K-molecule]

k Wave number [nr1]

K Inter field momentum-exchange coefficient [N-s/m^]

L Length [m]

m or M The results of a mass summation [kg]

M Molecular weight [kg/kmol]

n Number per unit volume [m~3]

n* Number per unit volume and unit time [m~3 s~1]

N Integer variable [dimension I ess]

n- Number of gas atoms per molecule [dimension I ess]

Nk Molar flux of species k relative to a stationary coordinate ref-
erence frame [kmol/m^-s]

Nu Nusselt number (dnh/k or 2rdh/k) [dimension I ess]
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o Outflow convectible area flux [s~1]

p Pressure [N/m2]

Peel I Cell pressure [N/m2]

, p ~ , Partial pressure of vapor material component M (or m) [N/m2]

or Pgm <PGM preferred)

PM Input coefficient in the vapor pressure-temperature relationship
for material M [N/m2]

p', p+, Absolute value of pressure spatial gradients [N/m^]
and p*

P1$ Single-phase equilibrium pressure [N/m2]

P2<j> Two-phase equilibrium pressure [N/m 2]

Pe Peclet number (RePr = Dh|v|pcp/k) [dimension I ess]

Pr Prandtl number (cpji/k) [dimensionless]

Psf Single-phase component of the pressure in the AEOS option [N/m^]

q Heat flux [W/m2]

Q Volumetric energy source term [W/tn^]

r Radius of bubble, droplet, or particle [m]

r Radial coordinate [m]

R Gas constant [J/kg-K]
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R Right-side vector used in obtaining derivatives of the velocities
with respect to pressure [s/m]

R° Universal gas constant [J/kmol-K]

Re Reynolds number (Dh|v|p/y) [dimensionless]

Rr Intermediate term to maintain constant internal energies in Step 3
for energy component r [K]

Rtrj and Intermediate quantities for the Courant time-step control [s~1]

Rtzj

s Specific entropy [J/(kg-K)]

S Sum of surface tensions [kg/s^]

S Surface area source

S Vector containing the residual errors driving the pressure itera-

tion [variable dimensions]

5 Three-by-three coefficient matrix used in solving the momentum

equations ^

t Time [s]

T Temperature [K]

*
TM Input exponent in the vapor pressure-temperature relationship for

material M [K]

Tp Particle/vapor interface temperature with mass transfer absent fKj
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T! Structure/vapor interface temperature with mass transfer absent [K]

u Radial velocity component [m/s]

v Velocity [m/s]

v Axial velocity component [m/s]

V Representing either an axial or a radial velocity component [m/s]

V Volume [n)3]

VC- Overall coefficient in the virtual mass equation [kg/m^]

VM Virtual mass term [N/m^]

V L I P Volume around a particle affected by turbulence [n>3]

qq- Velocity difference used in Step 2 for the turbulent interfield

momentum coupling term [m/s]

wm Mass fraction of gas material component m [dimension I ess]

W Weighting factor [dimension I ess]

W Pressure-volume or gravity work term [J/m^]

| Three-by-three coefficient matrix of energy derivatives with re-

spect to temperature [J/kg-K]

We Weber number tprptvp " vn^t/aD CP-' dimension I ess]

x Vector component generally indicating a particular independent
variable [variable dimensions]
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Function argument [variable dimensions]

(1/0) for values implying (nominal case/total vaporization) [di

mension I ess]

Mole fraction of vapor component m [dimensionless]

z Axial coordinate [m]

a Volume fraction [dimension I ess]

a Minimum effective vapor volume fraction [a = CLQCI - a$)] [dimen-
sion less]

<XQ Minimum input vapor volume fraction [dimension I ess]

o(3,eff Effective gas volume fraction [aQ.eff = «G + <*ooqj [dimensionless]

age Effective gas volume fraction for two-phase flow [age = max

(<xG,eff- <*)] [dimension I ess]

a. The total liquid volume fraction at the single-phase/two-phase
transition [dimension I ess]

Volume fraction for component rn at the sing I e-phase/two-phase tran-
sition [dimension less]

Input volume fraction for infinite (large) structure drag [dimen-
si on I ess]

3 Angle [dimension I ess]

Y Heat capacity ratio [dimension I ess]
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r Mass-transfer rate per unit volume. When subscripted, the positive
rate is from the component corresponding to the first subscript to
the component representing the second subscript [kg/m3-s]

rc Coalescence rate [m/s]

6 Boundary-layer thickness [m]

6 Minimum stable film of vapor on a liquid 2 (coolant) droplet [m]

& Variation of a physical quantity [dimension I ess]

Sji or Kronecker delta [dimension I ess]

5(1,j)

A Difference [dimension I ess]

Ar Radial mesh spacing [m]

At Time-step size [s]

ATn Temperature range over which the homogeneous condensation term is

quadratic in the temperature difference [K]

ATgUp Superheat [K]

Az Axial mesh spacing [m]

e Turbulent dissipation rate [m^/s^]

e Emissivity [dimension I ess]

e Error in the cell pressure as compared with the EOS [N/m2]
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e Characteristic energy of interact ion between molecules (Lennard-
Jones parameter) [J3

ep Convergence criterion for the pressure calculation in the SESAME
interface [N/m^]

ev Convergence criterion used in solving the momentum equations [di-
mension I ess]

e-r Convergence criterion for the temperature calculation in the SESAME
interface [dimension I ess]

C Thermal diffusivity [m^/sj

0 Nondimensional temperature [dimension I ess]

X Virtual mass parameter based on Drew's objectivity principle [di-

mension I ess]

X Matrix eigenvalue [W/m^-K]

X Wavelength [m]

Xc Critical wavelength [m]

A Axial/radial discriminator being (1/0) for the (axial/radial)
di rect ion

A Derivative in the Taylor expansion of the mass-transfer rates

[variable dimensions]

Arq Intermediate matrix used to maintain constant internal energies in
Step 3 for energy component r and momentum field q [K-m^/kg]

\i Viscosity (dynamic) [kg/m-s]
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\i Chemical potential [J/kmol]

v Viscosity (kinematic) [nvVs]

£ Surface area multiplier [dimension I ess]

£ Area coordinate, irr2 [m 2]

£d Input interfieId momentum-exchange function multiplier [dimen-

sionless]

ir Pi (3.1415926536 . . . )

p Microscopic density [kg/m3]

p ap, Macroscopic (smear) density [kg/m3]

p. ,, Virtual (effective) density

Pftmo or Microscopic density at the single-phase/two-phase transition

PLmo

a Surface tension

a Stefan-Bo Itzmann constant [W/m 2-K 4]

<T Molecular diameter (Lennard-Jones parameter) [A]

q_G Surface tension between liquid and gas

q_|_ Surface tension between two liquids [kg/s^]

T Time constant [s]

i> Heat flux [W/m 2]
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t F'ow specifier [dimensionless]

iji Arbitrary function [arbi trary dimensions]

co Probability [dimensionless]

a Time-mixing parameter [dimensionless]

Qp Collision integral for viscosity [dimensionless]

QQ Collision integral for mass diffusivity [dimensionless]

< > Brackets to indicate a quantity evaluated for spatial differencing

[dimensionless]

Subscript Definition

a Average or mixture

basic Unmodified interfield momentum-exchange coefficients

b Bubble

BO Burnout

BFR Bubbly flow regime

C or c Continuous (no preference)

CC Liquid-continuous churn flow

CO or cd Continuous-discontinuous (no preference)

CL Continuous liquid
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CLDL Between the continuous and discontinuous liquids

CM Common for the liquid 1 solid particulate system

Con Refers to condensate conditions at the local partial pressure of

the vapor

CP Continuous phase

CS Continuous structure

Crt, Crit, Critical (Crt preferred)
or crit

D or d Discontinuous sphere or droplet

dc Direct contact

DO Discontinuous-discontinuous

DL Discontinuous liquid

DP Discontinuous phase

DS Discontinuous structure

e EquiIibrium

e Internal energy

EC Effective instantaneous contact

ECS Equivalent common surface

eff Effective
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ext External source

F Fragmentation

FB Film boiIing

g,v Gravity and velocity

g A vapor property

G Vapor energy or vapor momentum field

GCL Between vapor and the continuous phase

GDL Between vapor and the discontinuous phase

A comma is used to separate two energy component subscripts, whereas a slash is
used to separate two momentum component subscripts. If no danger of confusion
exists, the comma or slash may be omitted. When possible, omission of the sep-
arator is the preferred usage for reasons of economy.

G,Lm or GLm Between vapor and liquid energy component m

G/Lm or GLm Between vapor and liquid momentum component m

gm Vapor density component m

Gm or GM Vapor material component m (Gm preferred)

G,P or GP Between vapor and the particle component

G,S or GS Between vapor and the structure energy components

G/S or GS Between the vapor and structure momentum components
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H Heat transfer

i Arbitrary species component

i Energy component subscript

i Radial spatial index

i Interface subscr ipt

IC Instantaneous contact

j Matrix index

j Axial spatial index

k A second density, energy, or material component

L Liquid (generally referring to a mixture of all liquids present)

LE Leidenfrost

Liq Liquidus

ftm Liquid density component m

Lm Liquid energy/material m or liquid momentum field m

Lm.G or LmG Between liquid energy component m and vapor

Lm/G or LmG Between liquid momentum field m and vapor

Lm.Lm' or LmLm1 Between liquid energy field Lm and Lm'

Lm,P or LmP Between liquid energy component m and structure
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Lm,S or LmS Between liquid energy component m and structure

Lm/S or LmS Between liquid momentum component m and structure

LM Liquid mixture

LL Nonvapor flow

L1P Between liquid 1 and particulates

L1CP Between liquid 1 and the continuous phase

m When used alone, m refers to a density component or a summation in-
dex. In combination with other subscripts or independently defined
symbols it also can refer to a energy or material component. [In
the SESAME/AFDM interface theory, "m" refers to the particle and
liquid components.]

M Material component

max Max i mum

mb Minimum bubble

md Minimum droplet

Min or min Minimum

Mlt or melt Melting (Mlt preferred)

MF Melting-freezing

mxb Maximum bubble

mxd Maximum droplet
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n Vapor components in the SESAME/AFDM interface theory

ML NoncoaI escing

o The sing Ie-phase/two-phase transition point

p Particle density component

p Pressure

P Particle energy or density component

PCP Between solid particulate and the continuous phase

P,G or PG Between the particle and the vapor energy components

P.Lm or PLm Between the particles and the energy component for liquid m

P,S or PS Between the particle and structure components

q Arbitrary velocity component

q1 A second velocity component

L1, L2, and G normally are used to identify momentum fields. However, when a

confusion with energy components is possible, the following notation is used.

q = L1 or q1 Signifying momentum field 1

q = L2 or q2 Signifying momentum field 2

q3 Signifying momentum field 3

r Energy component
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s Structure density component

s Spinodal value (see Spg and Spl)

S Structure energy or density component

Sat or sat Saturation based on vapor partial pressure [Sat.Gm indicates satu-
ration conditions for vapor component m] (Sat is preferred)

S,G or SG Between the structure and vapor energy components

S/G or SG Between the structure and vapor momentum components

S,Lm or SLm Between the structure and liquid energy component m

S/Lm or SLm Between the structure and liquid momentum component m

Sid Referring to values of pressure and internal energy from the solid
EOS table

Sol Solidus

S,P or SP Between the structure and particle components

Spg Vapor spinodal limit

Spl Liquid spinodal limit

SS Sol id structure

Sub Sublimation

Sup or sup Superheat (Sup preferred)

Sus Solid side of the sublimation curve
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T Topology

T = 0 Signifies absolute zero

TR Threshold of levitation

11 Hysteresis transition

v Velocity

Van Referring to values of pressure and internal energy from the SESAME

301 table

Vap Referring to saturated vapor conditions at the local partial pres-

sure of the vapor

x A component subscript defined based on local needs

X,Y Between X and Y

6 or 6+ Spatial index, (i,j + K) (0+ is to be used when 6- is possible)

0- Spatial index, (i,j - %)

X or X+ Spatial index, (i + %, j) (X+ is to be used when X- is possible)

X- Spatial index, (i - %, j)

£ Spatial index representing either X or 6

p Thermodynamic density

+ Phase
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Superscript Definition

a Associated

c Convection

FB FiIm boiI ing

i Input value

I Interface

k Iteration index

mol Molar quantity

n Beginning-of-time-step value

n+1 End-of-time-step value

P Combination of persisting and collision contact

v Col I is ion contact

K Iteration index

p Per unit mass

a Persisting contact

* Single-phase pressure equilibrium condition (used for the SESAME
EOS interface)

Gradients or derivatives
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Variable Modifiers (Over a Symbol)

Modifier Definition

Indicating a cel'i-averaged value

~ Intermediate value

as Secondary intermediate value

Vector

A Secondary (internal) index
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